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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 2, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jean Dorton of Paintsville has been elected president of the Board 
of Directors of Kentucky Folk Art Center, Inc., for the year 2000-2001. Dorton, director of the 
Rural Community College Initiative at Prestonsburg Community College, succeeds John Irvin of 
Lexington. Newly elected directors are Marilyn Payson, Pikeville; Bobbie Caudill, Morehead; 
and Carole Summers, Frankfort. Re-elected to three year terms were Morehead Mayor Brad 
Collins; Morehead businessman Joe Hodge; and Linda Cox of Lawrenceburg; and Irvin. The 
vice president is Pam Sexton, Lexington; secretary is Cathy Shely, Morehead; and treasurer is 
Mike Walters, Morehead. 
Kentucky Folk Art Center, Inc., is a non-profit organization affiliated with Morehead 
State University. The folk art center is housed in a renovated warehouse on Morehead's First 
Street, adjacent to the US 60 bypass. Additional information is available by calling 
(606) 783-2204 or by visiting the Web site at www.kyfolkart.org. 
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News ---Uni-versityC-ommum-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 3, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will hold business days for its spring 
200 I semester Wednesday through Friday, Jan. 10-12, on the campus. Registration for classes 
and schedule changes will begin Thursday, Jan. 11, in the major departments. 
Advance registered sophomores and juniors will pay tuition and fees in the Crager Room 
of the Adron Doran University Center from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. on the first business day. Seniors 
and graduate students will pay fees on Thursday; freshmen will complete the process on Friday. 
Admission to the payment arena is based on an alphabetical system, listed in the "Course 
Directory and Business Guide." 
For new students, the process begins in the Office of Admissions, 301 Howell-McDowell 
Administration Building for undergraduates and in 70 I Ginger Hall for graduate students. After 
being admitted, you may register in the department of your major. 
All fees must be paid by 6 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 12, to avoid paying a $50 late fee. 
Schedule changes will be made at no charge in the student's major department until 
Jan. 22. After that time, adjustments will be handled in the registrar's office and a $10 fee will 
be assessed. 
Students taking classes at any ofMSU's off-campus locations also may register during 
these days. Registration will be held Jan. 11 and 12 from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. at Ashland, 
Pikeville, West Liberty and Prestonsburg; in Jackson, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Jan. 11, and 8 a.m.-
4:30p.m. on Jan. 12; and in Mt. Sterling, 4-6 p.m. on Jan. 11. 
Current students may register online if they have cleared all holds, have an adviser-
approved schedule and have an official checksheet on file in the registrar's office. Course 
directories, with a complete list of classes and registration information, are available online at 
www.moreheadstate.edu/units/registrar. 
Classes at all on and off-campus locations begin on Tuesday, Jan. 16. The residence halls 
open for the spring semester at noon on Tuesday, Jan. 9. 
Additional information on the registration process is available by calling the Office of the 
Registrar at (606) 783-2008. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 5, 2001 
FOR IMI'vlEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---At Morehead State University, a basketball rivalry may help change 
the status of a low blood supply in the community. 
"For the last three years, the Central Kentucky Blood Center has been aided by the 
'Battle for Life' blood drive competition between MSU and Eastern Kentucky University," said 
' 
Glen White, CKBC donor resources consultant. This year's battle at MSU is scheduled for 
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 16-17, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Button Drill Room on 
Morehead State's campus, while a similar drive will be held at EKU in Richmond. 
Special "Battle" T -shirts have been designed for donors. The names of all who give blood 
will be entered into a drawing for a football signed by Matt Ballard or a basketball signed by 
Kyle Macy, the University's head coach in each of those sports. 
MSU has won two of the last three "Battle for Life" contests, but the score is not as 
important as the benefit to St. Claire Medical Center in Morehead and Pattie A. Clay Regional 
Medical Center in Richmond, according to Randall Combs, MSU graduate student from 
Jackson, who is student chair of the drive. "The timing of this drive is crucial because it occurs 
during a critical time for local blood supplies, which are often recovering from post-holiday 
shortfalls," he said. 
Last year, over 500 volunteers registered at the two universities and more than 450 pints 
of blood were collected. "This was enough whole blood to help as many as 1,350 patients in our 
community hospitals," White said. 
. Adding to the competitive atmosphere of the drive will be the Lady Eagle and Eagle 
basketball games against EKU on Tuesday, Jan. 16, in the Academic-Athletic Center on MSU' s 
campus. The women's game will tip off at 5:30p.m. and the men will vie for a win at 7 p.m. 
MSU students with a valid I. D. are admitted free of charge. Tickets, at $5 for general 
admission or $7 for reserved seats, may be purchased at the door, or in advance by calling the 
Office of Athletics at (606) 783-2088. 
Additional information on the "Battle for Life" blood drive is available by calling White 
at (800) 775-2522. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 5, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---To stimulate research and creative production in their disciplines, 
13 Morehead State University faculty members will share more than $56,000 in grants during the 
spring semester. 
The awards, ranging from $3,161 to $5,000, were based on proposals submitted during 
the fall semester, according to Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic 
affairs. 
Receiving research grant awards are: 
Dr. Ric Carie, professor of government, was granted $4,010 for a project titled "Cultural 
Transformations Among Philadelphia Working People, 1783-1850." 
Dr. Michael Cortese, assistant professor of psychology, was awarded $4,583 for a 
project titled "Lexicality Effects ofReading Aloud: Where in the Word Are They?" 
Dr. Laurie Couch, assistant professor of psychology, and Dr. David Olson, associate 
professor of psychology, were granted $3,747 for a project titled "Health Consequences of 
Betrayal." 
Dr. Stephen Eliason, assistant professor of sociology, was granted $4,400 for a project 
titled "Attitudes of Kentucky Wildlife Law Violators and Game Wardens." 
Dr. Geoffrey Gearner, associate professor of biology, was awarded $4,579 for a project 
titled "Monitoring the Occurrence of Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria in the Triplett Creek 
Watershed by Polymerase Chain Reaction." 
Dr. Ann Macintosh, assistant professor of chemistry, was awarded $4,734 for a project 
titled "Fundamental Studies of Light Induced Transformations of Artists' Pigments." 
Dr. Les Meade, professor of biology, was awarded $3,161 for a project titled "A Survey 
ofMicrochiropteran Bats in Murder Branch, Menifee County, Kentucky: A Comparison of Mist-
Netting and Anabat Techniques." 
Dr. Richard Miles, director ofbands, was awarded $3,781 for a project titled "Original 




Dr. Timothy Miller, associate professor of education, was granted $4,768 for a project 
titled "Is Teaching Graduate Methods Courses Using the Internet a Viable Alternative to 
Teaching Graduate Methods Courses in a Face-to-Face Classroom?" 
Dr. Susanne Rolland, associate professor of social work, was awarded $4,766 for a 
project titled "Pioneers of Two Successive American Frontiers: The Germans of Western North 
Carolina." 
Dr. Alana Scott, assistant professor of history, was granted $3,611 for a project titled" 
'Gone to Heaven': Agnes Beaumont and the Nonconformist Tradition." 
Linda Stevenson, assistant professor of government, was awarded $5,000 for a project 
titled "Confronting Gender Discrimination in the MexicanWorkplace through Policy Process: A 
Comparative Analysis of Recent Legislation and Presidential Periods." 
Dr. Cynthia Trombino, assistant professor of biology, was granted $4,986 for a project 
titled "Population Trends of Birds in Eastern Kentucky." 
Spring research grants are available to faculty members and professional librarians who 
want to do regional research, which may contribute to the field of knowledge within. their 
disciplines. These competitively awarded grants are designed to assist the researcher in meeting 
the cost of the proposed project. 
Additional information is available by calling the Office of Research, Grants and 
Contracts at (606) 783-2010. 
#### 
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Tips University.Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Jan. 7-13) 
Wednesday, Jan. 10 · 
(606) 783-2030 
Registration and Business Days for spring semester, Crager Room, Adron Doran University 
Center. Registration in individual departments, through Jan. 12. Classes begin 
Jan. 16, 8 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2008. 
Campus-wide convocation, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, I 0 a.m.; Alvin Herring, 
a founding partner of the Fusion Group, will speak on the "Importance of a Diverse 
Campus." Additional information: (606) 783-2002. 
Thursday, Jan. II 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 7 p.m., 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Friday, Jan. 12 
Art Exhibit: "Out of Hiding," Kentucky Folk Art Center, through March, charge. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2204. 
Saturday, Jan. 13 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 7 p.m., 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 5,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Members of the community are invited to join Morehead State 
University faculty, staff and students in a "Salute to Greatness" at the "Unity in the Community 
March" on Monday, Jan. 15. 
The candlelight walk, held in observance of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, 
begins at 6:30p.m. at the Little Bell Tower on MSU's campus, according to Peggy Overly, 
coordinator of minority student affairs. Participants will proceed to Jesus Our Savior Catholic 
Church, 309 Battson Ave., for a 7 p.m. program. 
John Merchant, president ofMSU's Alumni Association, will be the keynote speaker. A 
1979 graduate where he studied economics and political science, Merchant continued his 
education at the University of Kentucky College of Law. 
After earning a law degree, Merchant joined the law firm of Peck, Shaffer and Williams 
in Cincinnati, where he was the first African-American partner. A specialist in bond law, 
Merchant has worked at that law firm since 1991. 
The event is co-sponsored by Rowan County Ministerial Association and MSU' s Office 
of Minority Student Services, Office of Multicultural Student Services and the Black Student 
Coalition. ' 
rdm 
Additional information is available by calling Overly at (606) 783-2129. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40~51-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 5, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will be closed on Monday, Jan. 15, in 
observance of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. holiday. There will be no classes or office hours. 
Offices will reopen and classes will begin at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 16. 
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MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 5, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Educator, residence hall director and campus minister Dr. Will 
Keirn will speak to Morehead State University students and community members on Monday, 
Jan. 22, at 7 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Dr. Keirn has lectured to more than 2,000,000 students on 1,000 campuses in the United 
States, Canada, Australia, Greece and Malaysia. His corporate clients include AT&T, IBM, State 
Farm Insurance and Delta Airlines. 
"A regular on our campus, we look forward to Dr. Keirn getting us off on the right foot 
for the new year," said Madonna Weathers, director of student development. "Previously, he has 
spoken to Morehead State's new students and faculty members, peer advisers and the residence 
hall staff." 
A member of the Order of Omega and Blue Key, Dr. Keirn was selected as the 
Outstanding Professor at Oregon State University. He has been a Pi Kappa Phi Durwood Owen 
Award recipient, and Rotary International named him a Paul Harris Fell ow. 
He is the author of several books, including "The Education of Character: Lessons for 
Beginners" and "Life After College." Dr. Keirn holds a Ph.D. degree from Oregon State 
University and bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of the Pacific. 
The event, which is sponsored by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, is free and open to 
the public. 
Additional information is available by calling Weathers at (606) 783-2024. 
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Tips University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1!00 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
MARCH IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
March 1, Teaching for Success conference, Adron Doran University Center, 8:30a.m., charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5208. 
March 3, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Kent State University, softball field, 11 a.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 3, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Wright State University, Allen Field, 1 p.m., doubleheader, 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 3, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, 
softball field, 3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 3, MSU Board ofRegents meeting, campus, time: TBA. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2030. 
March 4, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Kent State University, softball field, II a.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 4, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Wright State University, Allen Field, I p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 4, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, 
softball field, 3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 6, Spring 2001 Job Fair, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 10 a.m.-! p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2233. 
March 6, Lady Eagle and Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Georgetown College, Sadler Tennis Courts, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5408. 
March 7, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Wright State University, softball field, 2 p.m., doubleheader, 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 8, Lady Eagle and Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Bellarmine College, Sadler Tennis Courts, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5408. 
March 9, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. West Virginia Institute of Technology, softball field, 2 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
March 9, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, Allen 




March 10, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, Allen 
Field, 11 a.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 10, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. East Tennessee State University, softball field, 2 p.m., 
doubleheader, free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
' 
March 10, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Youngstown State University, Allen Field, 5 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 11, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Youngstown State University, Allen Field, 1 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 12-16, Spring Break, no classes or office hours. Classes resume and 
offices reopen at 8 a.m., March 19. 
March 14, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Marshall University, Allen Field, 2 p.m., doubleheader, free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 20, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Cedarville College, Allen Field, 6 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 21, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Union College, Allen Field, 6 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 22, Future Business Leaders of America spring conference, campus, 8 a.m., charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5393. 
March 22-24, Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women, campus, charge. 
Keynote speaker: Bobbie Ann Mason, Kentucky writer. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2015. 
March 24, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Allen Field, 2 p.m., doubleheader, 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 25, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Allen Field, 2 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
March 27-28, Red Cross Blood Drive, Button Drill Room, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-5124. 
March 28, Performance: "Lest We Forget," a one-woman play with Mary Moore, grill, Adron 
Doran University Center, 7 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2129. 
March 29, Founders Day: Memorial brick dedication ceremony, Little Bell Tower, 10:30 a.m.; 




March 29-31, Theatre: "The Secret Garden," Button Auditorium, 8 p.m., charge. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2170. 
March 31, Preview Day, for high school students, Button Drill Room, II a.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. 
March 31, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee at Martin,,softball field, 1 p.m., 
doubleheader, free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
#### 
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Tips University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Jan. 14-20) 
Monday. Jan. 15 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday, no classes or office hours. Offices reopen and classes begin, 
Jan. 16 at 8 a.m. 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. "Unity in the Community March", Little Bell Tower, 6:30p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2129. 
Tuesday. Jan. 16 
Central Kentucky Blood Center "Battle for Life" blood drive, MSU vs. EKU, also Jan. 17, 
Button Drill Room, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Additional information: (800) 775-2522. 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Academic-Athletic Center, 7 p.m., 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
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FEBRUARY HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
February is Black History Month. Activities include a series of movies by Ashra and 
Merira Kwesi: Feb. 6, African Fashions; Feb. 15, African History, Part I; 
(606) 783-2030 
Feb. 20, African History, Part II; Feb. 27, Education Tour, Commonwealth Room, 7 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2129. 
Feb. I, Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 7:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 2, Comedian and ventriloquist Taylor Mason, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Feb. 3, Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, Academic-
Athletic Center, 2 p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 6, Benefit concert for student participants in the Kentucky Institute for International Studies, 
8 p.m., Duncan Recital Hall, donations accepted. Additional information: 
( 606) 783-2481. 
Feb. 7, Comedian Rudy Rush, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 9 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Feb. 10, MSU Board ofRegents work sessio-n, Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center, 
time: TBA. Additional information: (606) 783-2030. 
Feb. 13, Allied Health Job Fair, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 1-4 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2233. 
Feb. 15-18, 43rd Annual Band Clinic, for high school students by audition, various concerts will 
Be held in Button Auditorium. Feb. 15, MSU Concert and Jazz bands, 7:30p.m., free; 
Feb. 16, MSU Symphony Band, 8 p.m., free; Feb. 17, MSU Department of Music 
Prism, 8 p.m., free; Feb. 18, Band Clinic Honors Band, 2 p.m., charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2486. 
Feb. 15, Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Feb. 15, Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Murray State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 15, Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee at Martin, Academic-Athletic 




Feb. 17, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Spalding College, Allen Field, 2 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
Feb. 17, Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee at Martin, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 7:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Feb. 18, Eagle Softball Pitching and Catching Clinic, for fifth-ninth graders, Wetherby 
Gynmasium, noon-1 :30 p.m. for beginners, 2-3:30 p.m. for advanced players, charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Feb. 18, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Shawnee State University, Allen Field, 2 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
Feb. 20-25, Theatre: "The Heiress," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p.m., except Feb. 25, 2 p.m., charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2170. 
Feb. 21, Poet Steve Coleman, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 9 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Feb. 24, Preview Day, for high school students, Button Drill Room, 11 a.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000 or (800) 585C6781. 
Feb. 24, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Toledo, Allen Field, I p.m., doubleheader, free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
Feb. 25, Eagle Softball Pitching and Catching Clinic, for fifth-ninth graders, Wetherby 
Gymnasium, noon-1:30 p.m~ for beginners, 2-3:30 p.m. for advanced players, charge. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Feb. 25, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Toledo, Allen Field, I p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2881. 
Feb. 27, Graduation Fair, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, I 0 a.m.-5 p.m., also 
Feb. 28, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2080. 
Feb. 27, Faculty Recital: Dr. Roma Prindle, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Feb: 28, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Dayton, Allen Field, 1 p.m., doubleheader, free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
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Jan. II, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will present ajuried group exhibition 
comprised of artists' work from around the country Jan. 24 through March 2. 
An opening reception for the exhibit, titled "Word/Text/Language," will be held 
Wednesday, Jan. 24, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building. 
Light refreshments and live music will be provided. 
The show, which features art that integrates visual images and the written word, includes 
exhibits by 17 artists. They include: Tori Arpad of Miami; Aileen Bassis of Ridgewood, N.J.; 
Kendra Bayer of Tipton, Ind.; Gloria Defilipps Brush of Duluth, Minn.; Molly Elkind of 
Louisville; Susan Hensel of East Lansing, Mich.; Lisa Keys of Plymouth, Wis.; Jun Cheng Liu 
of Lancaster, Pa.; Cory Peeke of Seattle, Wash.; Jennifer Pepper of Alfred, N.Y.; Endi Poskovic 
ofWhittier, Calif; Jessica Deane Rosner of Cranston, R.I.; Jamie Ross ofMineral Point, Wis.; 
Gregory van de Rostyne of Seattle, Wash.; Mona Sfeir of Berkley, Calif.; Tracy Spadafora of 
Somerville, Md.; and Laura Strand of Edwardsville, Ill. 
The gallery is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge 
for viewing. 
Additional information on the "Word/Text/Language" exhibit is available by calling 
Jennifer Reis, MSU art gallery coordinator, at (606) 783-5446. 
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MSU PRESENTS 'WORDffEXT!LANGUAGE' EXHIBITION 
Morehead State University will present a juried group exhibition comprised of artists' work from 
around the country Jan. 24 through March 2. The show features works by 17 artists that integrate 
visual images and the written word, including the installation detail "Accumulated Urges" by 
artist Tori Arpad of Miami. An opening reception for the exhibit will be held Wednesday. 
Jan. 24, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building. Light 
refreshments and live music will be provided. 
(MSU photo) 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 12, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Middle school students in Floyd, Johnson, Martin and Pike counties may 
benefit from a $4.7 million U.S. Department of Education grant to Morehead State University. 
The award will fund the GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate 
Programs) Project and its three objectives, all leading students to postsecondary education, according to 
Dr. David Rudy, dean ofMSU's Institute for Region Analysis and Public Policy, who will oversee the 
grant. 
"The issue is that students need to start thinking about college in seventh or eighth grade," he 
said. Statistics show that Kentucky residents attend college at a rate of 51 percent with the rate dropping 
to approximately 30 percent for the counties targeted by the GEAR UP program. 
The focus of the grant will be to accomplish these objectives: 
*Increasing student academic performance and preparation for postsecondary education; 
*Raising the educational expectations for project students and family knowledge of options and 
financing; and 
*Improving postsecondary attendance among students from the participating school systems. 
Consistent with the goals of IRAPP, GEAR UP will help strengthen the educational ties between 
the University and the region, Dr. Rudy noted. "GEAR UP encourages students to think more about going 
to college so there will be fewer high school drop outs. That benefits the region itself, hopefully with 
better jobs and a thriving economy." 
Another benefit of the grant is an introduction of students' families to financial aid possibilities 
and the college admission process. 
After-school, Saturday and summer programs also are a part of GEAR UP, as are mathematics 
and science education programs tied to real world issues. To address these needs, several entities have 
joined forces with Morehead State, including Pikeville College, Prestonsburg Community College and 
many private-sector businesses. 
rdm 
Additional information on the project is available from Dr. Rudy at (606) 783-5420. 
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HiGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Jan. 21-27) 
Tuesday. Jan. 23 
(606) 783-2030 
Lecture: Dr. Will Keirn, educator, residence hall director, educational program coordinator and 
campus minister, Button Auditorium, 7 p.m., free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2024 
Wednesday. Jan. 24 
Art exhibit: "World/Text/Language," through March 2, main gallery, Claypool-Young Art 
Building, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays, free. Opening reception, Jan. 24, 7 p.m.· 
Additional information: (606) 783-5446. 
Musician and comedian, Mike Rayburn, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 9 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Thursday. Jan. 25 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Academic-Athletic Center, 7 p.m., 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Friday. Jan. 26 
Kids Kraze for sisters, brothers, nieces and nephews of students, various activities beginning at 
5 p.m., Adron Doran University Center, through Jan. 28. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2071. 
Saturday. Jan. 27 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 5:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7 p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
#### 
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Jan. 16, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Future entrepreneurs may benefit from a class on business start-ups 
to be offered by Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center. 
The workshop will be taught on Monday, Jan. 22, from 1 to 3:30p.m. in 210 Combs 
Building on the campus. Topics for discussion include financial considerations, business plans 
and selection, loan sources, permits and licenses, and advertising and marketing. 
There is a $5 charge for the class, which is sponsored by Bank of the Mountains in West 
Liberty. Pre-registration is necessary due to limited seating. 
All training programs, sponsored or co-sponsored by MSU's Small Business 
Development Center, are available to all individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed or 
national origin. Special arrangements for the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
Registration and additional information are available by calling MSU' s SBDC at 
. (606) 783-2895. 
#### 
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Jan. 19, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Singer/songwriter Beau Haddock and his Highland Rim band will 
. be among the featured acts during Morehead State University's "Americana Crossroads Live" on 
Friday, Jan. 26, at 7:30p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The concert, presented by WMKY 90.3 FM, MSU's public radio to the mountains, and 
the Kentucky Center for Traditional Music, also will feature the Moron Brothers and the Blue 
Dawg, both of Wilmore. The emcee for the evening will be Sandy Knipp, host ofWMKY's 
"Bluegrass Diversion" program and KCTM director. 
A versatile musician, Haddock founded and directed the original Little River Band and 
produced a jazz ballet that was performed across Kentucky in 1998. He and his Highland Rim 
band represented the United States in a United Nations endorsed, goodwill tour of Ecuador in 
1996. A documentary of those performances, "Rock and Realization," has been aired on 
Kentucky Educational Television. 
The Lexington artist's vocal style has been compared to James Taylor and J.J. Cale and 
his latest album, "Magnolia," was called "enchanting" by "Music Row," Nashville's music 
industry publication. The recording is a collection of folk and pop songs that uses bagpipe, 
harmonica and percussion instruments. 
Combining the group's humor with its bluegrass music, the Moron Brothers' latest album 
is titled "Off the Wall." The compact di'sc was produced by Dean Osborne. 
Additional information about "Americana Crossroads" is available by calling WMKY at 
(606) 783-2001. 
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Jan. 19, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Football fans across the country are gearing up for the biggest event 
of the season, Super Bowl XXXV on Sunday, Jan. 28. Those who cannot make it Tampa, Fla., 
will flock to their television sets as Morehead State University students gather for "Bowl 
Bash I." 
The festivities will begin with a tailgate party at 4 p.m. in the parking lot of the Academic 
Athletic Center on the campus. Food and music will be provided at no cost to students. 
At game time, revelers will congregate inside the AAC to view the contest on large-
screen televisions. Food, games and prizes will be a part of the entertainment during the event, 
which is being sponsored by MSU' s Interfraternity, Panhellenic and Student Activities councils 
and Student Government Association. 
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Jan. 19, 200 I 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ASHLAND, Ky.---Employees and employers alike may gain a better understanding of 
available retirement plans in a class to be offered by Morehead State University's Ashland Small 
Business Development Center and the Ashland Alliance. 
The course will by taught from I to 3 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 29, in the G.B. Johnson 
Building, 1401 Winchester Ave, in Ashland. Topics for discussion will include the Simplified 
Employee Pension Plans (SEP) and Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees (SIMPLE). 
Terry Stewart from Morgan Stanley Dean Witter will lead the program. "Participants will 
learn how these plans enable both employees and employers to accumulate retirement funds on a 
tax-deferred basis with tax deductible contributions," Stewart said. 
All training programs sponsored or co-sponsored by the MSU Small Business 
Development Center are available to all individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed or 
national origin. Special arrangements for the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
The program is free and open to the public. Pre-registration is necessary due to limited 
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Jan. 19, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -Students across Kentucky are getting a new space exploration tool with 
the relocation of a NASA satellite tracking antenna to Morehead State University. 
Jointly announced by NASA and the University, the project involves transfer of the $20 
million antenna and $2 million in federal funds for related costs. 
MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin said acquisition of the NASA equipment was made 
possible through the support and cooperation ofU.S. Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, Gov. Paul Patton, 
Dr. Gordon Davies, president of the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, and Hilda Legg, 
executive director of the Center for Rural Development at Somerset. 
He also expressed appreciation to the Small Business Administration and the Kentucky 
National Science Foundation Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) 
program. 
"Transfer of the satellite tracking station from NASA will revolutionize the science 
curriculum at Morehead State University," Dr. Eaglin said. "We also are very excited about this 
project's potential impact on high-tech economic development related to satellite 
telecommunications. The long-term impact that this project will have on a region desperate for high-
tech training opportunities is immeasurable." 
Steve Currier, manager of the Ground Network Project Office for NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md., said, "NASA is extremely pleased to see new life breathed into the 
antenna system. It has served NASA well for more than 30 years and now it will be used to train a 
new generation of space scientists and engineers." 
The antenna system-has a replacement value of more than $20 million and is nine stories tall. 
Its tracking dish is 60 feet in diameter. In recent years, its primary mission was to provide tracking 
' and control for the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite. NASA decommissioned the 
antenna system after the lUE mission ended in 1997. 
Dr. Eaglin said the support of Congressman Rogers enabled the project to be expanded to 
include establishment of new base stations for the GPS (global positioning systems) at MSU and the 
Center for Rural Development in Somerset. In addition, the National Weather Service station 
at Jackson will gain access to scientific meteorological data from new monitoring equipment to be 
installed in Somerset and Morehead. 
(MORE) 
MSU space center 
2-2-2-2 
Congressman Rogers secured the federal funding for the project in the annual 
budget of the Small Business Administration. Rogers included the provision in his role as 
chairman of the House appropriations subcommittee with jurisdiction over SBA funding. 
"It is critically important that we give our young people the very best opportunities for 
their education and for their future," Rogers said today. "This success of this very worthy project 
at Morehead State is a victory for its students and faculty, and it is a source of pride for the 
community and the entire region. I was happy to encourage the SBA's partnership in this exciting 
endeavor." 
Dr. Benjamin Malphrus, director ofMSU's Astrophysics Laboratory, said the NASA 
antenna will replace the institution's existing radio telescope. The new system also will allow 
MSU to compete for the opportunity to support future NASA satellite missions. 
From its location on or near the campus, the antenna will be shared statewide by 
researchers at the state's other public universities, according to Dr. Malphrus. 
"In addition to supporting research, it will be part of a state-of-the-art laboratory for 
students in astrophysics, satellite telecommunications, electrical engineering and software 
development," Dr. Malphrus added. 
MSU faculty and staff are scheduled to begin training soon on the operation of the 
antenna at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Wallops Flight Facility at Wallops Island, 
Va. Disassembly and shipping from Wallops Island to Morehead is expected to begin in the 
summer and take several months to complete. 
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Jan. 28-Feb. 3) 
Sunday. Jan. 28 
Bowl Bash for Super Bowl XXXV, tailgate party, 4 p.m., parking lot, Academic-Athletic 
Center, game on large-screen televisions inside AAC; free for MSU students. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2070. · 
VVednesday. Jan. 31 
Lecture: "Survival Strategies," Commonwealth Room, Adron Doran University Center, 7 p.m., 
free. Speaker: Dr. Roger Cleveland. Additional information: (606) 783-2129. 
Thursday. Feb. I 
Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, Academic-Athletic Center, 
7:30p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2087. 
Friday. Feb. 2 
Comedian and ventriloquist Taylor Mason, Button Auditorium, 8 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2071. 
Saturday. Feb. 3 
Lady Eagle Basketball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, Academic-Athletic 
Center, 2 p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 
#### 
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Jan. 24, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of English, Foreign 
Languages and Philosophy will host poet and editor Stephen Corey on Monday, Feb. 5, to speak 
on literary editing and to give a poetry reading. 
Corey, acting editor of"The Georgia Review" in Athens, will provide al) insider's look at 
that journal and other venues for publishing literary work. The one-hour seminar will be held in 
410 Combs Building beginning at 1 p.m. He will teach a workshop on the literary journal's 
editing process, with focus on poetry, from 3 to 5 p.m. in 403 Combs Building. 
A poet who has published eight collections, Corey will read from his work at 8 p.m. at 
the Kentucky Folk Art Center, 102 W. First St. in Morehead. 
All events are open to the public with no admission charge. 
Corey has spent nearly 25 years working as an editor ofliterary publications. His 
published works include "Greatest Hits: Poems 1980-2000," "Mortal Fathers and Daughters," 
and "All These Lands You Call One Country." 
His poems, essays and reviews have appeared in many periodicals, including "The 
American Poetry Review," "The New Republic," "Ploughshares," "Shenandoah," and "Poets & 
Writers." Twice selected as Georgia Author of the Year in Poetry, Corey has been the recipient 
of numerous grants and awards, and has taught at universities and writing conferences across the 
country. 
Additional information is available by calling Dr. Sheri Joseph, assistant professor of 
English, at (606) 783-2136. 
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Jan. 24, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---During the upcoming tax season, Morehead State University's 
Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance will sponsor the VITA (Volunteer Income 
Tax Assistance) Program, which provides free income tax return preparation to students and 
other taxpayers who earn less than $3 0, 000 per year. 
Accounting students who have completed the required coursework will prepare the 
returns, according to Sharon T. Walters, CPA and associate professor of accounting, who will 
supervise the students. 
The program, which runs Feb. 1 through April 12, will be available.every Thursday from 
3:10 until 6 p.m., in 311 Combs Building. During MSU's spring break, March 15-22, the VITA 
Program will not be available. 
Appointments are not necessary. Participants should bring all tax documents, W -2s, 
1099s, etc., including last year's tax return, with them to the site. Students should have 
documentation of any scholarships/grants received and expenditures for tuition, fees and books. 
Additional information is available by caiiing Walters at (606) 783-2725. 
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Jan. 24, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Career Services wants to 
make finding employment in the medical field a little easier through its Health Professions Job 
Fair on Tuesday, Feb. 13, from 1 to 4 p.m. in the Adron Doran University Center. 
Current students and graduates from all college majors and programs are encouraged to 
participate. Those who attend should bring along copies of their resume and come prepared for 
initial interviews. 
Employers who plan to be on site include Baptist Hospital East, Jewish Hospital 
Healthcare Network, Kings Daughters Medical Center, St. Claire Medical Center, University of 
Kentucky Medical Center and Kentucky State Reformatory. A complete list of job fair 
participants is available online at www.moreheadstate.edu/healthjobfair. 
Additional information is available by calling career services at (606) 783-2233. 
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Jan. 24, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehead State University faculty member will blend traditional 
and contemporary music in a series of recitals beginning this month. 
Dr. Paul Taylor, associate professor of music, will conduct a piano master class at the 
University of Kentucky on Sunday, Jan. 28; and perform solo piano recitals at the Singletary 
Center in Lexington on Wednesday, Feb. 21, and at Kentucky Christian College in Grayson on 
Tuesday, Feb. 27. 
Named Distinguished Artist Alumnus for 2000 by the Department of Music at the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison, Dr. Taylor will return to the campus for a concert on 
Saturday, March 3. 
An MSU faculty member since 1990, Dr. Taylor will perform standard piano literature by 
Bach, Haydn and Chopin, as well as two works that are considered to be a "little strange." 
He will perform a work written by friend Brian Bevelander in 1955 while he was 
recovering from a heart attack. Dr. Taylor also will perform "The Rite of Spring" by Igor 
Stravinsky, which nearly caused a riot in Paris during the 1930s because it dealt with the pagan 
practices of Russian folklore. 
Dr. Taylor has arranged "The Rite of Spring," originally written for an orchestra of nearly 
I 00 musicians, to allow it to be performed by one person on the piano. "I was urged to make this 
arrangement by my former piano teacher, Soulima Stravinsky, the son of the composer," he said. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Taylor by e-mail to p. taylor@morehead-
st.edu or by telephone to (606) 783-2405. 
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Jan. 24, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Teaching, Learning and Technology 
Roundtable has begun a project that may improve communication between faculty, staff and 
administrators. 
The group has established a listserv, an electronic. discussion list, to explore topics related 
to the use and integration oftechnoiogy in the classroom. "It's not a traditionallistserv, which 
normally requires passive participation," said Julia Lewis, instructional technology and systems 
administrator who along with Dr. Michelle Kunz, associate professor of marketing, serve as 
listserv co-chairs. 
The project will encourage collaboration and cooperation, according to Lewis. "This will 
be more beneficial and more productive than a physical meeting because participants can post 
and respond to messages and they are not bound by time," she said. 
All administrators, faculty and staff members are invited to join the listserv. To do so, 
send an e-mail message, with no signature files, to majordomo@morehead-st.edu with the text 
I 
"Subscribe tltr." 
Morehead State's TLTR is affiliated with the national Teaching, Learning, Technology 
Group, which is associated with the American Association for Higher Education. 
' 
Additional information about MSU's TLTR is available by calling Lewis at 3-5415 or Dr. 
Kunz at 3-5479. 
#### 
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Jan. 25, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Current and future entrepreneurs may benefit from a class on 
business plans which will be offered by Morehead State University's Small Business 
Development Center. 
"Creating an Effective Business Plan" will be taught from 1 to 3:30p.m. on Wednesday, 
Feb. 7, in 210 Combs Building on campus. 
Participants will review variousbusiness plans and how to use those effectively. A 
question and answer session will follow. 
There is a $5 charge for the class, which is co-sponsored by Bank of the Mountains, West 
Liberty. 
All training programs, sponsored by MSU's Small Business Development Center, are 
available to all individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed, or national origin. Special 
arrangements for the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
Pre-registration is necessary due to limited seating. Registration and additional 
information are available by calling MSU's SBDC at (606) 783-2895. 
#### 
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Jan. 26, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Concert Choir will present a concert 
on Thursday, Feb. 1, at 8 p.m. in the Duncan Recital Hall on the campus. 
Under the direction of Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, the program will 
feature nine compositions the group will perform at the Southern Division Music Educators 
National Conference. "Our students were honored by being one of four collegiate, mixed choirs 
selected to sing at the convention in February," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The concert, which is free and open to the public, will begin with four Renaissance and 
Romantic period pieces: "Hosanna to the Son of David" by Orlando Gibbons, "Jesus Said to the 
Blind Man" by Melchior Vulpius, "Os Justi" by Anton Bruckner and "AufDem See" by Felix 
Mendelssohn. Contemporary pieces in the program include "The Lamb" by John Tavener, "Ubi 
Caritas" by Rene Clausen and "Gloria" by Dominick Argento. 
Concluding the program will be "Oh, Shenandoah" and "Hope for Resolution." The latter 
song juxtaposes a chant melody, "Of the Father's Love Begotten," with an anti-apartheid song, 
"Thula Sizwe," and features Frank Odd is, associate professor of music, and Brian Mason, 
instructor of music, on marimba. 
rdm 
Additional information is available by calling Dr. Detweiler at (606) 783-2480. 
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Jan. 26, 200 I 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Taylor Mason, a ventriloquist who received the 2000 National 
Association for Campus Activities Family and Children's Program of the Year award, will 
perform at Morehead State University on Friday, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. in Button Auditorium. 
The show, which is free and open to the public, combines music, comedy, ventriloquism 
and audience participation. "It's a great family show," said Susette Redwine, university center 
programs and special coordinator. "Children and their parents in our community should come 
meet Taylor and all of his friends." 
Joining Mason on stage will be his puppet friends, Romeo and Juliet, who splinter his 
personality. Romeo is Mason's alter ego and Juliet is everything the others are not: streetwise, 
witty and hip. 
"Taylor and his puppets provide entertainment that is hard to forget," Redwine said. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2071. 
#### 
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VENTRILOQriST TO VISIT MSU WITH FAMILY SHOW 
Tavlor Mason. a ventriloquist who received the :woo NACA Family and Children's Program of 
the Year award. will perform at \ lorehead State University on Friday, Feb. 2 at 7 p.m. in Button 
Auditorium. Music. comedy. ventriloquism and audience participation are all a part of his show, 
which is open to the public at no charge. Also performing will be Mason's puppet triends, 
Romeo and Juliet. who splinter his personality. 
(MSU photo) 
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Jan. 29, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morehead State University students and their faculty adviser 
attended the National Family, Career and Community Leaders of America meeting in 
Birmingham, Ala., last year. 
Attending the meeting were Monty Markwell, Farmers senior; Rhonda E Martin, 
Owingsville senior; Crystal Price, Booneville junior, and Brandi Thayer, Mt. Olivet junior. 
Accompanying the students was Jane C. Ellington, associate professor of human sciences. 
The students, who are future family and consumer sciences education teachers, received 
grants to attend the newcomers seminar at the meeting. 
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Jan. 29, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Beta Omicron chapter ofKappa 
Omicron Nu, a national honor fraternity for family and consumer sciences majors, has inducted 
three new members. 
The students were: 
*Tracy Phipps Brown, Mt. Sterling senior dietetics major; 
* Siriporn Kunchaiwatthana, Lexington senior hotel, restaurant and institutional 
management major; 
*Brian A. Sperger, Paintsville senior dietetics major. 
To become a member, students must have completed 45 hours of coursework, earn a 
grade point average of 3. 0 or higher and receive a recommendation from their faculty adviser. 
Additional information is available by calling Jane C. Ellington, associate professor of 
human sciences, at (606) 783-2968. 
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Jan. 29, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of Agricultural and 
Human Sciences has awarded $500 scholarships to six students for the spring semester. 
The recipients include: 
*Anna Akers, Raceland senior dietetics major. 
*Carol Martin, Williamstown sophomore dietetics major; 
*Rhonda E. Martin, Owingsville senior family and consumer sciences education major; 
*Sarah J. Maxwell, Sterns senior dietetics major; 
*Crystal D. Sammons, Louisa senior dietetics major; 
*Jill Simpson, Richmond Dale, Ohio, senior dietetics major; 
To quality for the award, each student must maintain at least a 3.0, receive a 
recommendation from a faculty member and participate in departmental activities. 
Additional information is available by calling Jane C. Ellington, associate professor of 
human sciences, at (606) 783-2968. 
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(Feb. 4-10) 
Tuesday. Feb. 6 
Black History Month activity: "African Fashions," movie by Ashra and Merira Kwesi, 
Commonwealth Room, Adron Doran University Center, 7 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2129. 
(606) 783-2030 
Benefit concert for student participants in the Kentucky Institute for International Studies, 
performances by Opera Works, Concert Choir and student ensembles and soloists; 
Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m., donations accepted. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2481. 
Wednesday, Feb. 7 
Comedian Rudy Rush, grill, Adron Doran University Center, 9 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2071. 
Saturday, Feb. 10 
MSU Board of Regents work session, Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center, time: TBA. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2030. 
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Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 30, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University music students will use their talents to 
benefit fellow undergraduates who plan to participate in the Kentucky Institute for International 
Studies this summer. 
A variety of student vocal groups and soloists are slated to perform on Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 
8 p.m. in the Duncan Recital Hall on MSU's campus. The concert will be open to the public at 
no charge. Donations will be accepted to help defray the cost ofKIIS study. 
Opera Works, directed by Dr. Roma Prindle, associate professor of music, will sing 
selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Iolanthe." MSU's Concert Choir, under the direction of 
Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, also will perform. 
Student ensemble or solo participants include Chris Conley, Mt. Sterling junior, tenor; 
Andrea Trusty, Mize freshman, mezzo-soprano; Stephen Brashear, Jeff senior, tenor; and Leslie 
Allnatt, Louisville freshman, soprano. 
A consortium of colleges and universities, KIIS is dedicated to providing education in an 
international setting. Summer programs range in cost from approximately $1,980 to $3,590. 
The institute offers students academic programs which examine aspects of international 
cultures and provides opportunities for independent learning and travel while abroad. 
Additional information. about the concert is available by calling Dr. Prindle at 
(606) 783-2481. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 30, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Upward Bound Math & Science Center at Morehead State 
University is accepting applications for its 200 I summer program. The 50 selected participants 
will live on Morehead State's campus for most of the six-week program, which will run June 10 
through July 18. The curriculum includes a variety of hands-on instructional classes, ranging 
from computers and math to science and labs, as well as a broad choice of electives, such as 
karate, swimming and weightlifting. 
. Several field trips also will be part of the experience. This year UBMSC participants will 
spend the last week of the program in Orlando, Fla., for a hands-on adventure camp at Sea 
World. UBMSC students will assist instructors behind the scenes as they care for animals and 
maintain animal habitats. The program is free to those selected to participate. 
To be eligible for the program, high school students must be either a freshman, 
sophomore or junior; have an overall grade point average of2.5, with a 3.0 in math and science 
classes, and possibly be interested in pursuing a math or science related field in college. 
Students also must meet the income or first generation eligibility criteria. Income 
eligibility is based on taxable income and number of family members; first generation implies 
that neither of the student's parents has completed a four-year college degree. 
Interested students may pick up an application form at their high school counselor's 
office or contact MSU' S Upward Bound Math & Science Center at (800) 5UPW ARD or 
(800) 587-9273. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
Photo University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
~orehead State University UPO Box l!OO Morehead, KY 40351-!689 (606) 783-2030 
MSU FACULTY MEMBER DISCUSSES RESEARCH 
Morehead State University's Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences Spring 
Seminar Series was assembled to introduce undergraduate and graduate students to various 
research. An avian ecologist and evolutionary biologist, Dr. Cynthia Trombino, standing, 
assistant professor of biology. spoke on her project, "Species Interaction in the Hybrid Zone 
Between Red-Breasted and Red-Naped Sapsuckers." After her talk, she addressed the questions 
of students. from left. Jason Thompson, Morehead senior: Jaime Ogden. Maysville junior: and 
Robert Helvey, Pikeville senior. Dr. Trombino, whose research interests have focused on the 
sapsuckers and woodpeckers. is beginning a project on the population trends of the birds in East 
Kentucky. She holds a Ph.D. degree in the ecology and evolution section of biological sciences 
from Northern lllinois University. 
(MSU photo by Rachel Dwyer Mantooth) 
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MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Adams (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LAUREN M. BIHL, WEST UNION; 
AMBER RENEE JODREY, WINCHESTER; and 
JEANNETT ROSE SLOOP, MANCHESTER. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMJ\1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Heather Leigh Hardcastle of Scottsville was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amy Elizabeth Spear of Glasgow was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ---------------------------U--ru-ve-r-si_ry_C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-~-io--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-five students from Bath Councy were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 3.5 
grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JAMES EDWARD ARMSTRONG, OLYMPIA; 
LISA A. BALMER, OWINGSVILLE; 
AMANDA R. BRASHEAR, OLYMPIA; 
CHEYENNE S. BROMAGEN, OWINGSVILLE; 
MARCIE LYNN CLINE, SALT LICK; 
TERRI STONE CLINE, SHARPSBURG; 
LESLIE A. CONYERS, OWINGSVILLE; 
EVA R. COOPER, OWINGSVILLE; 
BRANDON SCOTT COYLE, OWINGSVILLE; 
ADAM C. CRAWFORD, SHARPSBURG; 
CHRISTOPHER IRVIN CROUCH, OWINGSVILLE; 
CHRISTY JO CROUCH, SALT LICK; 
AARON B. DAVIS, OWINGSVILLE; 
MATTHEW WILLIAM DILLON, OWINGSVILLE; 
ANDREA N. DOWNS, OLYMPIA; 
DANIEL S. HASKINS, OWINGSVILLE; 
CARLA MICHELLE HELPHINSTINE, OWINGSVILLE; 
MELANIE S. HELPH!NSTINE, OWINGSVILLE; 
BRIAN R. HOWARD, SHARPSBURG; 
ANDREA BETH HUNT, OWINGSVILLE; 
LACYNDA C. JOHNSON, SALT LICK; 
RHONDA ELIZABETH MARTIN, OWINGSVILLE; 
JESSICA ANN MAZE, OWINGSVILLE; 
LAURIE MILLER, OWINGSVILLE; 
DENNIS SEAN MOODY, OWINGSVILLE; 
TROY DWAYNE MOORE, SALT LICK; 
GARRETT D. NORRIS, SHARPSBURG; 
JEFFREY L. OTIS, OWINGSVILLE; 
MICHELLE L. SEXTON, OWINGSVILLE; 
PEGGY JEAN SPENCER, OWINGSVILLE; 
MELANIA DAWN SPURLOCK, SALT LICK; 
HOWARD DAVID STONE, OWINGSVILLE; 
LAUREN A. SWIM, SALT LICK; 
LORI B. TINCHER, OWINGSVILLE; and 
LAURA ANN VINSON, OWINGSVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Bell County were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KATHRYN RACHELE CINNAMON, FOURMILE; and 
KIMBERLY NICOLE MIRACLE, PINEVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ ____________________________ U_ru_v-er-si_cy_C_o_mm __ u_n_ic-m-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twelve students from Boone County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LISA M. BAYNE, HEBRON; 
SARA L. BROWN, HEBRON; 
GRETCHEN LYNN GREIS, WALTON; 
JENNIFER L. MACK, BURLINGTON; 
PATRICK SEAN OSBORNE, WALTON; 
LAURA S. PETERS, HEBRON; 
CASEYR.RYAN, WALTON; 
KATHLEEN ANNE SCHEBEN, BURLINGTON; 
STEPHANIE MAE SMITH, UNION; 
PATRICAFAYE STEWART-HOPKINS, FLORENCE; 
SARAH A. VOSMEIER, FLORENCE; and 
ALISONM. WARNER, UNION. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Stephanie P. Sanders of Paris was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale·. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational Institution. 
N e w s ---------------U-n-iv-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-at-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box-1 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifty-one students from Boyd County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANNMARIE S. ADKINS, ASHLAND; 
KEVIN MORGAN AKERS, ASHLAND; 
DEBORAH EVONNE APARICIO, ASHLAND; 
JAMES M. ARMSTRONG, ASHLAND; 
CRISTINA ELIZABETH BAILEY, ASHLAND; 
ALISON RA YE BAYS, ASHLAND; 
CLINTON M. BLAIR, ASHLAND; 
SCOTT J. BOWLING, ASHLAND; 
JOHN R. BRANDENBURG, ASHLAND; 
HEATHER L. BROWN, CATLETTSBURG; 
TONY A WILHELMENA CAMPBELL, ASHLAND; 
SHAUNA G. CHANEY, ASHLAND; 
DAVID MATTHEW CHARLES, ASHLAND; 
STACEY M. CLEMONS, CATLETTSBURG; 
COURTNEY B. COMMELLA, ASHLAND; 
ANTHONYP. CURTIS, ASHLAND; 
JAMIE M. DAY, ASHLAND; 
MILES D. DUNCIL, ASHLAND; 
KELLI RENEE FOWLER, CATLETTSBURG; 
RALPH MICHAEL GARVIN, ASHLAND; 
HEATHER ANN GERAK, ASHLAND; 
BETHANY A. HILL, CATLETTSBURG; 
DOROTHY C. HOCEVAR, ASHLAND; 
STEPHEN H. HOOD, CATLETTSBURG; 
JASON ROBERT HUTCHINSON, CATLETTSBURG; 
STEVEN M. KAZEE, ASHLAND; 
JOHN P. KESLING, ASHLAND; 
MICHAEL D. LEFFLER, ASHLAND; 
TONIA RENAE LUCAS, ASHLAND; 
TAMMY J. LYON, ASHLAND; 
JANA JO MANLEY, ASHLAND; 
MOLLY R. PENCE, ASHLAND; 
MELISSA D. RICHARD, ASHLAND; 




AUDREY N. ROBINSON, ASHLAND; 
STACEY LYNN SEXTON, ASHLAND; 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN SLONE, ASHLAND; 
ANDREW K. SMITH, ASHLAND; 
KIMBERLY DAWN SPARKS, ASHLAND; 
MELISSA JEAN SPARKS, ASHLAND; 
REBECCA R. STACEY, ASHLAND; 
ERIC M. STEWART, ASHLAND; 
STILTNER, SARA CHRISTINE, CATLETTSBURG; 
SHERRY L. TIERNEY, ASHLAND; 
JAMES B. VANDERPOOL, ASHLAND; 
SUSAN SHEA VINCENT, RUSH; 
LEIGHANN WEINFURTNER, ASHLAND; 
LONNIE W. WILBURN, ASHLAND; 
JENNIFER L. WILLIAMS, ASHLAND; 
AMANDA K. WORKMAN, ASHLAND; and 
JIMMA L. YOUNG, CATLETTSBURG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s _______________ U_ni_v-er-St-"ty_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-at-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Boyle County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRANDON DALE ALFORD, PERRYVILLE; 
MARY SARAH COCHRAN, DANVILLE; 
JAMIE B. DOOM, DANVILLE; 
ERNEST K. DUNN, DANVILLE; and 
CHARLES M. MARTIN, DANVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~:!:il ------------------------------U-n-i-ve-r-si_cy_C--om __ m_u_ru_·c-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eleven students from Bracken County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JACOB DANIEL BURTON, BROOKSVll.LE; 
ERIN K. CONLEY; MILFORD; 
ERIN N. FEGAN, BROOKSVILLE; 
ELIZABETH ELLEN HEIERT, BROOKSVILLE; 
BRITTON CLARK HENNESSEY, AUGUSTA; 
ERIN C. HOPKINS, AUGUST A; 
LISA RENEE INGRAM, BROOKSVILLE; 
LORRl B. MCDOWELL, GERMANTOWN; 
VICTOR L. MCELFRESH, AUGUST A; 
KATHRYNM. RUF, AUGUSTA; and 
MICHAEL ANTHONY RUF, AUGUST A. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s ------------U-ru-.v-er-si_ty_C_o_mm_u_ru_·c-att-.On-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-seven students from Breathitt County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JAMES CHASE ABNER, JACKSON; 
JARED THOMAS BLANTON, JACKSON; 
JESSICA K. BOWLING, JACKSON; 
KAREN RUTH BUNN, CAMPTON; 
HAZEL MICHELLE CAMPBELL, CLAYHOLE; 
JERRY MICHAEL COMBS, JACKSON; 
ANDREW J. CUDE, BUCKHORN; 
DEANNA R. FRALEY, JACKSON; 
MISTY MICHELLE GILBERT, JACKSON; 
ANDREA M. GROSS, JACKSON; 
DENVER HADDIX, JACKSON; 
DEANNA MICHELLE HALL, TALBERT; 
DEBORAH J. HERALD, BOONEVILLE; 
AARON WILLIAM JOHNSON, BOONEVILLE; 
LESLIE N. JOSEPH, LOST CREEK; 
DEANNA R. LEE, JACKSON; 
DAVID L. LITTLE, HAZEL GREEN; 
TERRY LEIGHTON MILLER, JACKSON; 
ANGELA F. MULLINS, TALBERT; 
CHARLES DAVID NAPIER, JACKSON; 
JASON W. NOBLE, JACKSON; 
KENDRA L. NOBLE, CAMPTON; 
GLENNA GAIL PELFREY, CAMPTON; 
ALAN DWAYNE PETERS, JACKSON; 
SYLVIA RAE PRATER, ROUSSEAU; 
SUSAN GAIL PUGH, JACKSON; 
KATHY LYNN RITCHIE, MOREHEAD; 
KIMBERLY C. SMITH, JACKSON; 
CHARLESDEANSTAMPER,JACKSON; 
MIRANDA S. STEVENS, JACKSON; 
CHRISTY STRONG, WHICK; 
REBECCA LOUISE TAULBEE, JACKSON; 
OLIVIA JEAN TERRY, JACKSON; 




CHESTINA TURNER, ALTRO; 
PATRICIA LYNN TURNER, BOONEVILLE; and 
MICHAELP. WATTS, JACKSON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-n-iv-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-ru-io--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirteen students from Brown (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KENNETH FRANKLIN AKER, RUSSELL VILLE; 
TOBIAS HAROLD CAHALL, GEORGETOWN; 
KRISTIN A. GERMANN, RIPLEY; 
AARON J. HAITZ, RIPLEY; 
AMANDA KATHLEEN INLOW, SARDINIA; 
JAMES M. MALOTT, GEORGETOWN; 
CARRIE A. MERANDA, GEORGETOWN; 
STEPHANIE ARMINDY MOON, MT. ORAB; 
STEPHANIE L. MOORE, MT. ORAB; 
ROLLI ANN SEESHOLTZ, GEORGETOWN; 
CASEY T. SMITH, BETHEL; 
T AMME RENEE SPILLER, RIPLEY; and 
AMY TATE WILKINSON, GEORGETOWN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
; 
Jan. 31, 200 I 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Bullitt County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ELLEN M. BASS, SHEPHERDSVILLE; 
JAMIE LEE BOWLDS, MT. WASIDNGTON; and 
MARAE BETH MUDD, SHEPHERDSVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
• 
News __ ____:___Uni-versityC-ommum-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Butler (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KATHRYN LEE ADRIAN, CINCINNATI (45241); 
NICHOLAS ANDREW FELTY, HAMILTON (45011); 
TIFFANY SUNSHINE HADLEY, FAIRFIELD (45014); 
KENNETH PATRICK JOHNSON, MIDDLETOWN (45044); 
JULIE MARIE RODENHAUSER, HAMILTON (45011); and 
ELIZABETHL. WOLF, HAMILTON (45011). 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ --------------------------U-ru-.v-e-~-it_y_C-omm---uru-.c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Cabell (West Virginia) County were named to 
the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
THEODORE SCOTT CUMMINGS, HUNTINGTON; 
JAMES F. HARRIS, CULLODEN; 
MICHAEL BENJAMIN KELLEY, MILTON; 
LISA MARIE MERLINO, BARBOURSVILLE; 
NOLA ELAINE QUEEN, CULLODEN; and 
ANNA CHRISTINE SCARBERRY, HUNTINGTON. 
#### 
MSU Is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMl\!JEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Campbell County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
GARRY FRANKLIN GARRETT, DAYTON; 
CHERYL ANN GERDE, ALEXANDRIA; 
WATSEKAM. LANEY, ALEXANDRIA; 
RACHELLLYNNMESSMER, FT. THOMAS; and 
MATTHEW VERNON PICKERAL, BELLEVUE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-n-iv-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifty-three students from Carter County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LAURA BETH BAKER, OLIVE HILL; 
JESSICA LYNN BINION, OLIVE HILL; 
JOHN FRANKLIN BISHOP, OLIVE HILL; 
COURTNEY ALLISON BRICKEY, GRAYSON; 
ANDREA LYNN BUCK, GRAYSON; 
DIANE S. BURNS, OLIVE HILL; 
LESLIE R. BYRD, OLIVE HILL; 
KELLY LYNN CARPER, OLIVE HILL; 
AIMEE J. CARTER, OLIVE HILL; 
DANIELLE R. DEGREIF, GRAYSON; 
ROBIN LYNN DILLON, OLIVE HILL; 
JENNIFER LEE DUNCAN, OLIVE HILL; 
APRIL D. ENIX, OLIVE HILL; 
JEFFREY LEE ERWIN, OLIVE HILL; 
JANET L. FULTZ, OLIVE HILL; 
MIRA LEANN GEARHART, OLIVE HILL; 
SHAWN D. HATTON, OLIVE HILL; 
JOY HOWARD, OLIVE HILL; 
JASON C. HUFFMAN, GRAYSON; 
LISA MARIE JOHNSTON, GRAYSON; 
LAURA BETH KEATON, OLIVE HILL; 
REBECCA L. KEATON, OLIVE HILL; 
PHILMANTHA JAYNE KELLEY, GRAYSON; 
BENJAMIN J. KISER, OLIVE HILL; 
PAMELA FAITH KITCHEN, OLIVE HILL; 
BRANDWYN ROSE LEMASTER, OLIVE HILL; 
REGINA JO LEMASTER, GRAYSON; 
RICKY A. LEWIS, OLIVE HILL; 
TRACY LYNETTE LEWIS, SANDY HOOK; 
BRENT DEARL MCCOY, OLIVE HILL; 
BRADLEY S. MCDAVID, GRAYSON; 
LISA G. MCGLONE, OLIVE HILL; 
MARYBETHMENIX, GRAYSON; 




SABRINA L. PERRY, OLIVE HILL; 
DEREK LEE RIVERS, GRAYSON; 
SAMANTHA LEE ROARK, OLIVE HILL; 
JOEY L. ROE, OLIVE HILL; 
JENNIFER L. SEWELL, GRAYSON; 
LA VONNA KAYE SHARPE, GRAYSON; 
SHANNA LEIGH SHELTON, OLIVE HILL; 
ELIZABETH S. STAMPER, OLIVE HILL; 
KARA DAWN STEPHENS, OLIVE HILL; 
CAROL L. TACKETT, GRAYSON; 
SARAH L. THOMPSON, OLIVE HILL; 
TINA ELIZABETH VAUGHN, SOLDIER; 
ASHLEY J. WAGGONER, OLIVE HILL; 
AARON ANDREW WALLACE, GRAYSON; 
TARA NICOLE WARFORD, IDTCHINS; 
JEREMY LEE WEBB, OLIVE HILL; 
MELISSA A. WILSON, CARTER; 
HUNTER F. WOMACK, GRAYSON; and 
AUDREY LOGAN WORKMAN, OLIVE HILL. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ------U-niv-ers-ity C-om-mum-· ca-tions 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMJ1.1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirteen students from Winchester were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
GENA MEGAN BOYLE; 
JENNIFERO. CAVINS; 
DEVON AVERY DAUGHTERY; 
JESSICA RAE DENTON; 
MELISSA K. HELDERMAN; 
AMY N. KELLER; 
KIMBERLIE A. KIDD; 
JEANIE SUNSHINE LUCAS; 
NAKISHA L. PERGRAM; 
MARCUS BRADLEY POER; 
LINDSAY A. SLONE; 
DAVID R. TOEWS; and 
LAURA M. TOLER. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Clermont (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
TARA R. BRUMLEY, CINCINNATI ( 45244); 
KRISTIN ANNE KAUFFMAN, LOVELAND (45140); 
GABRIEL T. REED, BATAVIA (45!03); 
JESSICA DANIELLE RICHMOND, CINCINNATI (45236); 
LISA MARIE ROEDER, MILFORD ( 45150); 
COURTNEY DAWN STEPHENS, BATAVIA(45!03); and 
AMY M. WOLFE, LOVELAND (45140). 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Clinton (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRENT M. ACHTERMANN, MARTINSVILLE; 
MATTHEW DAVID ROSS, WILMINGTON; and 
BRANDI RENEE WOLF, LYNCHBURG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommun-ications 
Pauline Young, Director 
\1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mary Ellen Gill of Coshocton, Ohio, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ----------------------------------U-n-iv_e_r_s-ity __ C_o_m_m _ u_m-.c-a-ti-o--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
\llorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---John Paul Kilroy of Euclid, Ohio, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ------Urn-'vers-ity-Comm_u_nicat-ions 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Christopher Scott Snyder of Arcanum, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-n-iv-e-rs-ity_C_o_mm_u_ru_"ca-ti-o-ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Owensboro were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMANDA DENISE BELCHER; and 
JILL MARIE O'BRY AN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Adam Christopher Turner from Dillsboro, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sara Ray Brockreide from Holland, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-ru-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
'vlorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-six students from Elliott County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MONICAL. ADKINS, OLIVE HILL; 
CINDY E. ATKINS, SANDY HOOK; 
JENNIFER R. BARKER, OLIVE HILL; 
TESSA R. BARKER, SANDY HOOK; 
ADAM B. BEAR, OLIVE HILL; 
CHRISTOPHER P. GARRIS, OLIVE HILL; 
BRANDON SCOTT GILLIAM, ISONVILLE; 
JAMEE LYNETTE !SON, SANDY HOOK; 
LORA BETH ISON, ISONVILLE; 
VANESSA MICHELE MAGGARD, OLIVE HILL; 
RACHEL E. MOORE, ISONVILLE; 
TERESA LYNN MOORE, SANDY HOOK; 
CINDY LOU PORTER, MOREHEAD; 
JESSICA DAWN REYNOLDS, OLIVE HILL; 
CANDICE P. RICE, SANDY HOOK; 
KRISTY MICHELLE ROSE, OLIVE HILL; 
JOSHUA CLYDE SALYERS, SANDY HOOK; 
JACQUELYN N. SIMMONS, SANDY HOOK; 
AMANDA L. SKAGGS, OLIVE HILL; 
RITA HORTON STEPHENS, SANDY HOOK; 
ANTHONY BRENT STURGILL, SANDY HOOK; . 
LORI B. STURGILL, SANDY HOOK; 
JILLIAN NICOLE THOMPSON, SANDY HOOK; 
TARA BROOK THOMPSON, SANDY HOOK; 
MARY NIKOLE WILLIAMS, SANDY HOOK; and 
ORAN K. WRIGHT, SANDY HOOK. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~:!:il ------------------------------U--ni-v-er-si-.ry--C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-ru-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amy Nicole Huffinan from Pickerington, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
• 
~~~~ --------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C-omm---uru-.c-a-tio--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-two students from Fayette County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BROCKEL YNNE MICHELLE ANGEL, LEXINGTON; 
STEFAINE DAWN BOWLING, JACKSON; 
SHANNON D. BROWN, LEXINGTON; 
EMILY C. BURTON, LEXINGTON; 
CHRISTOPHER DAVID EMMONS, LEXINGTON; 
DREW DANIEL GilLIAM, LEXINGTON; 
SHAND A B. HAMIL TON, LEXINGTON; 
SHANNON N. HEIERT, LEXINGTON; 
JOHN C. HOLLOWAY, LEXINGTON; 
MORGAN WESLEY HOWELL, LEXINGTON; 
SARAH N. JONES, LEXINGTON; 
ANDREA GRACE KOEBERLE, LEXINGTON; 
SIRIPORN KUNCHAIW ATTHANA, LEXINGTON; 
MARIANNE LEUKEFELD, LEXINGTON; 
JASON ANTHONY LINK, CRESTWOOD; 
MELISSA E. LUTZ, LEXINGTON; 
RYAN PRENTICE MCQUERRY, LEXINGTON; 
GRACE N. OWEN, LEXINGTON; 
ERIC DANIEL TERHUNE, LEXINGTON; 
STEPHEN MICHEAL TOON, LEXINGTON; 
MALIA MARIE WEINEL, LEXINGTON; and 
MONICA R. WILLIAMS,' LEXINGTON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ____________________________ U_ru_v-er-si_cy_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 403 51-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001.' 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-nine students from Fleming County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRANDI R. APPLEGATE, FLEMINGSBURG; 
LEIGH ANN APPLEGATE, FLEMINGSBURG; 
HILLARY M. BARKER, FLEMINGSBURG; 
MATTHEW WILLIAM BARKER, WALLINGFORD; 
SABRINA T. BARNES, EWING; 
SARAH E. BARNETT, FLEMINGSBURG; 
JEREMEY RANDALL BOOHER, LEXINGTON; 
JEROME PAUL BRUNER, EWING; 
AMYL. COLEMAN, FLEMINGSBURG; 
JOANNE BELINDA COLGAN, FLEMINGSBURG; 
ANGELA G. CONLEY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
CODI DENEANE CURRENT, FLEMINGSBURG; 
DEBRA JEANNE DUNCAN, WALLINGFORD; 
MARTHA G. DUNCAN, FLEMINGSBURG; 
SHERR! LYNN DUNCAN, WALLINGFORD; 
ANGELA MAE DYER, HILLSBORO; 
SHEILAM. FAWNS, FLEMINGSBURG; 
BRIAN ANDREW FOUDRA Y, HILLSBORO; 
REBECCA E. FUOSS, HILLSBORO; 
JACK D. GILVIN, FLEMINGSBURG; 
BRANDON FORREST GULLEY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
KATRINA R. GULLEY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
DUSTIN SCOTT HAMM, FLEMINGSBURG; 
KRISTEN NICOLE HARN, FLEMINGSBURG; 
ASHLEY B. HAY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
JEREMY T. HEDGES, FLEMINGSBURG; 
JULIE ANN HENDRIX, FLEMINGSBURG; 
TIFFANY C. HORNSBY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
EDWARD KAYNE ISHMAEL, HILLSBORO; 
CASEY S. JAMES, WALLINGFORD; 
BRIAN S. LEEDY, EWING; 
MARK DWAYNE LEET, FLEMINGSBURG; 
APRIL DAWN MCCLAIN, HILLSBORO; 




VIRGINIA L. MEAD, HILLSBORO; 
AMY M. MILLER, EWING; 
KIMBERLY R. MOORE, HILLSBORO; 
ALISON LEIGH PERKINS, FLEMINGSBURG; 
TINA NICOLE PETTIT, EWING; 
JAMES RYAN PRICE, EWING; 
JESSICA A. PUGH, HILLSBORO; 
TAMMY NORENE REYNOLDS, HILLSBORO; I 
STEPHANIE SHAEY ROARK, HILLSBORO; 
JENNIFER H. SIMS, FLEMINGSBURG; 
VANESSA M. SMALLEY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
LOIS A. STACY, FLEMINGSBURG; 
MEL.LANIE DAWN SUTTON, EWING; 
LUCINDA C. THOMPSON, HILLSBORO; and 
WILLIAM L. THOMPSON, HILLSBORO. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N ew s ---------------U-m-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-at-io-ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifty students from Floyd County were named to the Morehead 
' 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KIMBERLY NICHOLE AKERS, DANA; 
PAULA JEAN ALLEN, STANVILLE; 
TONIA MICHELLE ANDERSON, PRESTONSBURG; 
PAULA L. BAILEY, PRESTONSBURG; 
AMANDA L. BLACKBURN, HUEYSVILLE; 
BRITT ANY E. BLANKENSHIP, STANVILLE; 
BRENDA LEE BURCHETT, PRESTONSBURG; 
IRA S. CANTRELL, AUXIER; 
CHRISTOPHER D. CASE, GARRETT; 
TIFFANY D. COMPTON, WEEKSBURY; 
TONY A L YN CONLEY, HUEYSVILLE; 
AUTUMN GAIL DOBSON, PRESTONSBURG; 
BRANDAL YN C. ELKINS, IVEL; 
PAMELA FANNIN, PRESTONSBURG; 
REGINA D. FRASURE, MARTIN; 
JEREMY R. HALL, ESTILL; 
DONNA SUE HAMILTON, TEABERRY; 
LUCINDA HAMILTON, HI HAT; 
ALAN DOUGLAS HICKS, HUEYSVILLE; 
TARA LYNN JOHNSON, PIKEVILLE; 
CHRlSTOPHERR. LAFFERTY, MARTIN; 
AMANDA J. LAWSON, HAROLD; 
LISA ANN LAWSON, BEAVER; 
PAMELA LAWSON, GARRETT; 
JEREMY BRENT LYONS, PRESTONSBURG; 
JOHN BRADLEY LYONS, PRESTONSBURG; 
CARL RAY MAR TIN, HINDMAN; 
ETHAN N. MARTIN, LANGLEY; 
NICHOLAS H. MARTIN, LANGLEY; 
JENNIFER N. MCKINNEY, HAROLD; 
TONY A ANN MILLER, PRESTONSBURG; 
JASON MATTHEW MULLINS; 
RANDAL MULLINS, PRESTONSBURG; 




JOHN V. PATTON, MARTIN; 
LEIGH ANNA PATTON, MARTIN; 
JANET PRATER, MARTIN; 
DON RILEY, HAROLD; 
CHARLES E. ROWE, PRESTONSBURG; 
DANNY RAY SHEPHERD, PRESTONSBURG; 
JULIE LYNN SLONE, PRESTONSBURG; 
MARTHA S. SMITH, WHEELWRIGHT; 
JENNIFERR. STEWART, PRESTONSBURG; 
KABRINA A. STRATTON, IVEL; 
KEVIN TACKETT, TEABERRY; 
RACHEL B. THOMPSON, STANVILLE; 
DELORES THORNSBERRY, HIPPO; 
JENNIFER S. WADE, MARTIN; 
BRIAN LEE WOOFTER, EAST POINT; and 
TRINA NICOLE YEARY, DWALE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ --------------------------U--ni-ve-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m-um-.c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six students from Frankfort were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KELLY A. ADAMS; 
CASEY MARIE CARTER; 
JENNIFER L. GATEWOOD; 
KELLY R. NEWNAM; 
KEL YE J. THOMPSON; and 
LAURA P. Wil-EY. 
#### 
J 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News \ University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Joseph D. Jordan of Orient, Ohio, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Grant County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CAROL ANN MARTIN, WILLIAMSTOWN; and 
VIRGINIA ANNE WEBB, CRITTENDEN. 
#### 
MSU Is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
V!orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---John David Lee of Clarkson was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Joshua M. Tankersley of Bellbrook, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-'cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-two students from Greenup County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANNA RENEE AKERS, RACELAND; 
ERIN BROOK BACK, FLATWOODS; 
LAURIE BETH BARBER, ASHLAND; 
TRAVIS K. BARBER, GREENUP; 
CHRISTY M. BARKER, WURTLAND; 
LEE ANN BOGGS, GREENUP; 
AMANDA E. CARTER, FLATWOODS; 
JESSICA DAWN CREMEANS, FLATWOODS; 
LAURA CHRISTINE DILLOW, GARRISON; 
KYLE FRANKLIN DIXON, GREENUP; 
LINDSEY N .. EV ANS, WORTHINGTON; 
NICOLE LYNN FARLEY, SOUTH SHORE; 
ERIN RUTH GULLETT, FLATWOODS; 
ELIZABETH R. HAIGHT, GREENUP; 
TRAVIS J. HALL, WURTLAND; 
PHILLIP M. JAMES, FLATWOODS; 
JOEANN MICHELLE KIMEL TON, WORTHINGTON; 
KIND A LEA LOWDER, SOUTH SHORE; 
SARA E. MADDEN, GREENUP; 
SYNDE A. MANNING, FLATWOODS; 
LADAWNAJ. MCINTYRE, RACELAND; 
LINDSAY L. MCNABB, RUSSELL; 
LISA M. MILLS, FLATWOODS; 
AMANDA GRACE PORTER, SOUTH SHORE; 
ANDREA L. PRESTON, WORTHINGTON; 
SHELLIE DAWN REEVES, RACELAND; 
MICHAEL L. SNODDY, WURTLAND; 
DANNARAE STEPHENS, FLATWOODS; 
JARROD E. STEPHENS, OLDTOWN; 
REGINA SUTTON, GREENUP; 
MELISSA L. TURNER, FLATWOODS; and 
TIMOTHY J. WORKMAN, RUSSELL. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ --------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C-omm __u_ru_·c-a-tio--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students from Hamilton (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JULIE CATHERINE BRECKHEIMER, CINCINNATI (45233); 
ROBINM. BUSH, HARRISON (45030); 
SANDRA MARIE CASTRUCCI, CINCINNATI (45247); 
EMILY ELIZABETH HOLMES, CINCINNATI (45224); 
JENNIFER L. JONES, CINCINNATI ( 45249); 
MICHAEL P. SEDGEBEER, HARRISON (45030); 
LISA MARIE SHEPHERD, CINCINNATI (45244); and 
MICHAEL DAWSON TODD, CINCINNATI (45247). 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR Il'vfMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Hardin County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JONATHAN PAUL BRYAN, ELIZABETHTOWN; 
DAVID BRENT HUGHES, ELIZABETHTOWN; and 
JEROME JONES, RADCLIFF. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director-
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Cumberland were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester_ 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CHRISTINA M. SERGENT; and 
SCOTT WILLIAM SHERMAN. 
#### 
_I 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine students from Harrison County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
NOELLE N. BARNES, CYNTHIANA; 
JENNIFER S. BROWN, CYNTHIANA; 
CHRISTOPHER T. CANTRELL, CYNTHIANA; 
CARRIE C. CLIFFORD, SADIEVILLE; 
SHANNON RAE HUNT, CYTHIANA; 
KRIST! ANNE MAY, SADIEVILLE; 
TABITHA R. PHILPOT, CYTHIANA; 
AMBER G. PHILPOTT, CYNTHIANA; and 
KATIE BETH TOOMEY, CYNTHIANA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Henry County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
HOLLY L. ADAMS, CAMPBELLSBURG; and 
AMY C. ROBINSON, BETHLEHEM. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHE~, Ky.---Danielle L. Sauder of Archbold, Ohio, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. -
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
· least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Highland (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARTHA ANN HARVEY, SARDINIA; 
HEIDI ERIN JULLIARD, LYNCHBURG; and 
MATTHEW ELIOTT SOALE, LYNCHBURG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jessica Prather Graham of Dawson Springs was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-'cations 
Pauliqe Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Jackson (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fail semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JEREMY M. HOWARD, OAK HILL; 
TERESA S. JOHNSON, JACKSON; and 
ZACHARY LINN MCCAIN, OAK HILL. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-nine students from Jefferson County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to .the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LESLIE JANE ALLNATT, LOUISVILLE; 
NICHOLAS BENJAMIN BENYO, LOUISVJLLE; 
KELLEY SHALEGH BROWN, LOUISVILLE; 
NATALIE ANN CARLTON, LOUISVILLE; 
KENDRA E. CARR, LOUISVILLE; 
JASON E. FJLIPPAZZO, LOUISVILLE; 
JENNIFER N. FOX, LOUISVILLE; 
ELIZABETH MARIE FUELL, LOUISVILLE; 
ANNE L. HAMMON, LOUISVILLE; 
PATRICIA DIANE HEDGES, LOUISVJLLE; 
ROBERT DOUGLAS KELLY, LOUISVILLE; 
KAREN L. LAUFER, LOUISVILLE; 
KIMBERLY B. LOGSDON, LOUISVILLE; 
JAMES BLACKBURN MANNING, LOUISVILLE; 
JASON D. MCKENZIE, KEATON; 
SHANNON MICHELE NORD, LOUISVILLE; 
VANESSA L. OSBORNE, LOUISVILLE; 
RICHARD WARREN PUCKETT, LOUISVILLE; 
FRANCES B. REED, LOUISVILLE; 
MELISSA L. RICE, LOUISVILLE; 
DOMINIC ANDREW SCHILLIZZI, LOUISVILLE; 
SCOTT ANDREW SIEBEL, LOUISVILLE; 
MARIA ASIA STARKS, LOUISVJLLE; 
JOHNS. STAUBLE, LOUISVILLE; 
SONIAJ. STAVE, LOUISVILLE; 
JOSEPH R. WAGNER, LOUISVILLE; 
DANIEL G. WEIHE, LOUISVILLE; 
JENNIFER ROSE WJLLIAMS, LOUISVILLE; and 
JENNIFER FAITH WOODCOCK, LOUISVJLLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_m_m_u_ni_ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Jessamine County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LEE MATTHEW BUSICK, WILMORE; 
MARY E. CRANCE, NICHOLASVILLE; 
PAULA A. DIAMOND, NICHOLASVILLE; 
KATHRYN LEIGH REARDEN, NICHOLASVILLE; and 
STEPHANIE D. STOBAUGH, NICHOLASVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~:!!~~ ------------------------------U-ru-.-v-er-si_ry __ C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-four students from Johnson Councy were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 3.5 
grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JAMES HAROLD BLAIR, DENVER; 
LORI JEAN BLAIR, DENVER; 
RHONDA L. BLANTON, HAGER HILL; 
JUDITH KAYE BOCOOK, PAINTSVILLE; 
ANDREW SCOTT CASTLE, SITKA; 
MICCA NICOLE CAUDILL, OIL SPRINGS; 
CHASTITY HOLBROOK CONLEY, STAFFORDSVILLE; 
BILLY J. DANIEL, MEALLY; 
HEATHER R. DANIEL, RIVER; 
PAUL JASON DANIEL, PAINTSVILLE; 
CATHERINE ANN ESTEP, VOLGA; 
NELSON W. GULLETT, PAINTSVILLE; 
ALISON LEE HOLBROOK, FLAT GAP; 
MATTHEW BROOKS HYDEN, HAGER HILL; 
AMBER MICHELE JUDE, TUTOR KEY; 
CARRIE M. LEMASTER, PAINTSVILLE; 
TAMMIE LYKINS, STAFFORDSVILLE; 
JEREMY RICHARD MCKENZIE, WITTENSVILLE; 
KAMI JO MEEK, VAN LEAR; 
CYNTHIA MARIAH MUNCY, WILLIAMSPORT; 
KATHERINE MICHELLE MUNCY, WILLIAMSPORT; 
WENDY S. MUSIC, HAGER HILL; 
TRACY BLANTON OUSLEY, RIVER; 
AMANDA JO PENNINGTON, FLAT GAP; 
MEGAN CELEST PERRY, PAINTSVILLE; 
ROBERT MONROE PERRY, FLAT GAP; 
FRANK MARION RATLIFF, PAINTSVILLE; 
STEPHANIE RENAE REEVES, WITTENSVILLE; 
STEPHEN R. REEVES, WITTENSVILLE; 
KEVIN TODD SIMPSON, HAGER HILL; 
VALERIE ANN STRATTON, HAGER HILL; 
CINDY LOUISE TACKETT, STAFFORDSVILLE; 
STEPHANIE D. WHEELER, STAFFORDSVILLE; 
TARAH BREANN WILLIAMS, SALYERSVILLE; and 
CHERYL FAYE WYATT, PAINTSVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_nl-.c-ru-io--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sixteen students from Kenton County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean'/ List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LISA A. COGHILL, VILLA HILLS; 
JEREMY MICHAEL COX, WALTON; 
MICHELLE M. GERACI, EDGEWOOD; 
JENNIFER LYNN GRAY, COVINGTON; 
JAMIE LEE HAMMONS, ELSMERE; 
BENJAMIN L. HAWKINS, ERLANGER; 
MICHELLE ELIZABETH LANE, WALTON; 
RACHEL R. MCCARDLE, CRITTENDEN; 
MICHAEL S. MiLLER, ERLANGER; 
THOMAS V. MOSHER, INDEPENDENCE; 
JEREMY CHAD NICHOLS, ERLANGER; 
JAMES J. OWEN, ERLANGER; 
AMY N. POTTHOFF, COVINGTON; 
MICHELLE L. RUDOWICZ, COVINGTON; 
MEGAN R. THOMAS, CRESTVIEW HILLS; and 
EMILY NICOLE WAGNER, EDGEWOOD. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_mm_u_ni_ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fifteen students from Knott County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARY A. ALLEN, VEST; 
ERIC SHEA BAILEY, HINDMAN; 
CHAD J. CRISP, TOPMOST; 
JESSICA A. FULLER, EMMALENA; 
TARAT. HARRIS, TOPMOST; 
SCOTT L. LAFERTY, MALLIE; 
MICHAEL J. MURRlELL, DEMA; 
AMBER L. RATLIFF, HINDMAN; 
CINDA R. RICHARDSON, VEST; 
DOUGLAS RITCIITE, MALLIE; 
BRAD J. SHORT, PIPPA PASSES; 
BRETT JAMES SLONE, GARNER; · 
AMANDA L. THORNSBERRY, MALLIE; 
MATTHEW I. WATTS, PIPPA PASSES; and 
NECHA L. WILLIAMS, REDFOX. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Larue County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ALISON S. lllNES, HODGENVILLE; and 
ELLEN R. RUCKER, MAGNOLIA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-'cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twelve students from Laurel County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
TORI L. ANDERS, LONDON; 
RACHEL L. BENGE, LONDON; 
TIFFANY A. COOK, LONDON; 
RYAN PAUL FILIATREAU, LONDON; 
OLGA CHRYSTAL HOPKINS, LONDON; 
CAREY MICHELLE JOHNSON, LONDON; 
MELISSA N. JOHNSON, LONDON; 
JOHNNY S. MILLER, EAST BERNSTADT; 
MEREDITH M. MILLER, EAST BERNSTADT; 
RYANP. MYNATT, LONDON; 
TENNILLE L. WEBB, LONDON; and 
TIFFANY LYNN WEBB, LONDON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -----------U-ru-.v-er-si_ty_C-omm_u_ni_ca-tio-ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-three students from Lawrence County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JOSEPH D. BEVINS, ULYSSES; 
ELIZABETH ANN BLEVINS, LOUISA; 
SAUNDREA G. BOGGS, WEBBVILLE; 
MARY JANE CARTER, ADAMS; 
CAMILLE D. DAVIS, LOUISA; 
THOMAS HALL FRAZIER, LOUISA; 
APRIL D. FUGETT, LOUISA; 
KAREN S. FYFFE, BLAINE; 
ORA JAY HYLTON, LOUISA; 
JESSICA A. MURPHY, LOUISA; 
ARMINA J. OPELL, LOUISA; 
MIRANDA NICHOLE OPELL, LOUISA; 
JENNIFER CARYN OSBORNE, LOUISA; 
JESSICA CATHERINE OSBORNE, LOUISA; 
CHRISTY DAWN PACK, LOUISA; 
ALICIA MARIE PARKER, LOUISA; 
APRIL M. RIFFE, WEBBVILLE; 
CRYSTAL DAWN SAMMONS, LOUISA; 
JAMES ADAM SAMMONS, LOUISA; 
BRANDON PATRICK THOMPSON, LOUISA; 
RENDA J. WEBB, LOUISA; 
LINDA WILLIAMSON, LOUISA; and 
KEITH ANTHONY WORKMAN, LOUISA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w 5 -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_m_m_u_ni_ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
\1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Lawrence (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
RACHEL B. ADAMS, PROCTORVilLE; 
ANDREW HUNTER CLARK, CHESAPEAKE; 
KRISTINA BETH CLINTON, PEDRO; 
ANTHONY M. LEMASTER, KITTS HILL; and 
MICHAEL 0. WHITT, CROWN CITY. 
' #### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ------U-niv-erst-"ty C-omm-uru-·cat-ions 
Pauline Young, Director 
\1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Beattyville were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMANDA MARIA BRANDENBURG; and 
JOY ELIZABETH MOORE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Leslie County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: ' 
MICHAEL A. BOWLING, HYDEN; and 
JERRY T. SMITH, WOOTON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine students from Letcher County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ELIZABETH ASHLEY BENTLEY, WHITESBURG; 
KRISTIN L. CRAFT, CROMONA; 
GARY LYNN GILBERT, WHITESBURG; 
KYLE WARREN HOPKINS, WHITESBURG; 
AMANDA D. HOWARD, WHITESBURG; 
HEATHER STALLARD, WHITESBURG; 
SCARLETT J. STEWART, JACKHORN; 
MICHAEL JOHN TYREE, WHITESBURG; and 
STEPHEN H. WELCH, WHITESBURG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_mm_u_ni_ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-nine students from Lewis County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMBER ANN APPLEGATE, TOLLESBORO; 
JERA L. BARBOUR, TOLLESBORO; 
ALEXANDER C. BERTRAM, VANCEBURG; 
KENDALL L. BLOOMFIELD, VANCEBURG; 
CHARITY E. BURRISS, VANCEBURG; 
DERRICK P. CARVER, VANCEBURG; 
DELORES MAE COOPER, VANCEBURG; 
ERICA D. COOPER, GARRISON; 
KIMBERLY J. CRAWFORD, WALLINGFORD; 
LESLEY ANN CURTIS, VANCEBURG; 
DARTH N. DAVIS, QUINCY; 
JEANNA R. EDINGTON, VANCEBURG; 
MICHELLE L. GABBARD, VANCEBURG; 
ADAM R. GILBERT, VANCEBURG; 
ALLIS SA NICOLE HARMAN, VANCEBURG; 
AMBER N. HEATER, VANCEBURG; 
SHANNON KENT HORD, VANCEBURG; 
JOSHUA N. HUGHES, VANCEBURG; 
AMANDA LORENE JARRELLS, VANCEBURG; 
KAREN S. JORDAN, VANCEBURG; 
BELINDA DAWN KEGLEY, VANCEBURG; 
WENDY MARIE KENNEDY, VANCEBURG; 
JUDY K. KILLEN, VANCEBURG; 
JEREMY DANIEL KING, TOLLESBORO; 
CRYSTAL D. LOVE, VANCEBURG; 
JASON D. LYKINS, VANCEBURG; 
MEGAN D. MCCANE, TOLLESBORO; 
AMANDA RA YE POLLEY, VANCEBURG; 
CRYSTAL K. REDDEN, VANCEBURG; 
BONNIE AGNES RIGDON, VANCEBURG; 
WILLIAM E. ROBINSON, VANCEBURG; 
KATHY JO RUARK, VANCEBURG; 
MELISSA G. SIZEMORE, VANCEBURG; 




MELISSA S. STAMM, VANCEBURG; 
LAURA LEE STONE, VANCEBURG; 
JACKI J. THURMAN, TOLLESBORO; 
TONY A D. TRUESDELL, TOLLESBORO; and 
1.\i!ICHAEL ALLEN TUCKER, TOLLESBORO. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-203-0 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jeremy Allen Kidd from Heath, Ohio, was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity edu~ational institution. 
~ ~~~ --------------------------U--ru-ve-rs-it_y_C-omm---un-ic-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Lincoln County were named to the Morehead 
State Uruversity Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JERRY DALE ATWOOD, STANFORD; and 
KRISTEN DICKERSON, HUSTONVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ------U-niv-ersi-.ty C-omm-uru-·cat-ions 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Krista Renee Jolly students from Amherst, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-m-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Madison County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LESLIEL. GAYHEART, WACO; 
MELISSA D. RATLIFF, BEREA; and 
TRA VECE 0. TURNER, RICHMOND. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommum-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-two students from Magoffin County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
·least a 3.5 grade point average on a4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LEAH ELAINE ALLEN, SALYERSVILLE; 
REBECCA L. ALLEN, SALYERSVILLE; 
BRANDY R. ARNETT, SALYERSVILLE; 
TONY LEE COLE, SALYERSVILLE; 
AMY CORINNE CONLEY, SALYERSVILLE; 
JUSTIN D. GRACE, SALYERSVILLE; 
STARR CRYSTAL GASPARAC, SALYERSVILLE; 
DAVID THOMAS GREEN, SALYERSVILLE; 
LISA M. GREEN, SALYERSVILLE; 
HESTER DANIELLE HELTON, SALYERSVILLE; 
WllLIAMB. HELTON, SALYERSVILLE; 
JASON D. HOWARD, SALYERSVILLE; 
BRANDI JO HUNLEY, SALYERSVILLE; 
JAMES KEITH ISAAC, SALYERSVILLE; 
APRIL LYNN JACKSON, SALYERSVILLE; 
KRIST! A. JENKINS, SALYERSVILLE; 
JENNIFER A. JORDAN, SALYERSVILLE; 
AMY NICOLE MONTGOMERY, SALYERSVILLE; 
ERIN ELIZABETH MONTGOMERY, SALYERSVILLE; 
PATRICIA S. MONTGOMERY, SALYERSVILLE; 
OPAL ELIZABETH MURRELL, SALYERSVILLE; 
TRACI NEIL PRATER, SALYERSVILLE; 
CARLA RENAE REED, SALYERSVILLE; 
TARA CRYSTAL RICE, SALYERSVILLE; 
CHARLIE ALLEN SKAGGS, SALYERSVILLE; 
BRENDA LEE SLONE, ROYAL TON; 
ERIN BETH STEPHENS, SALYERSVILLE; 
ELIZABETH RUTH TACKETT, SALYERSVILLE; 
STEPHANIE A. TACKETT, SALYERSVILLE; 
LEIGH ANN WELLS, FRENCHBURG; 
CHRIS MICHAEL WHITAKER, GUNLOCK; and 
PHILIP WESLEY WHITLEY, SALYERSVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_m_m_u_ni_ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
· MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fourteen students from Martin County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SABRINA CAROL BLACKBURN, DEBORD; 
AMANDA DAWN EDMONDS, PILGRIM; 
MELISSAM. FANNIN, TOMAHAWK; 
TERESA L. GRJSCO, DEBORD; 
JENNIFER M. HANEY, INEZ; 
ANGELA DAWN HORN, INEZ; 
JESSICA ANN JUDE, WARFIELD; 
JESSICA KAY MARCUM, INEZ; 
WENDY L. PHILLIPS, PRESTONSBURG; 
CHRISTOPHER NEIL PREECE, INEZ; 
AUDRA A. SAMMONS, WARFIELD; 
SETH A. SAMMONS, WARFIELD; 
BRENDA K. SARTIN, INEZ; and 
TONY AKA Y TRIVETT, INEZ. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ------------------------------U--ni-v-er-s-iry __ C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR Il'v1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-one students from Mason County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fail semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enroiied on a fuii-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
TERESA L. BARTON, MAYSVILLE; 
JENNIFER E. BRANNON, MAYSVILLE; 
KIMBERLY S. BRANNON, MAYSVILLE; 
AMBER H. BUCKLER, MAYSVILLE; 
KIMBERLY A. CROPPER, MAYS LICK; 
MELISSA R. EDWARDS, MAYSVILLE; 
TINA MARIE FOGLEMAN, MAYSVILLE; 
AMBER M. HASKELL, DOVER; 
JANE ANN RUSS, MAYSVILLE; 
TRACY D. KIELMAN, GERMANTOWN; 
MARGARET 0. KLEE, MAYS LICK; 
ANN S. LEGRIS, MAYS LICK; 
JASON GERARD MELLENKAMP, MAYSVILLE; 
ROBERT CURTIS PEASE, MAYS LICK; 
STACI M. POE, MAYSVILLE; 
ANNL YN F. PURDON, MAYSVILLE; 
CARLA S. REDDEN, MAYSVILLE; 
HEIDI LYNN REDMOND, MAYSVILLE; 
EMILY R. SCHUMACHER, MAYSVILLE; 
AIMEE LYNN STEARS, DOVER; and 
JEREMY DAVID WHEELER, MAYSVILLE. 
#### 
MSU ls an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan.31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Paducah were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
STEVEN WILLIE MILAM; and 
SHELLEY LYNNE SCHABERG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ __________________________ U_m_·_ve-rs-it_y_C_omm---um-.c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 , (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Patricia Marie Holbrook of Rhodelia was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
' 
To b~ named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR ll\1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-nine students from Menifee County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
Virginia Lee Adams, Wellington; 
Sabrina Nicole Back, Wellington; 
Kimberly Ann Cooper, Frenchburg; 
Shona Sue Craft, Mt. Sterling 
Jessica Leigh Crisp, Frenchburg; 
Jason Lee Gerrish, Means; 
Jason A. Hale, Wellington; 
Amy Elizabeth Hall, Frenchburg; 
Robert L. Hopkins, Wellington; 
Angela Danette Mcnabb, Sudith; 
Miranda Rose Mcpherson, Frenchburg; 
Tanya Marie Mynheer, Frenchburg; 
Kevin A. Ohair, Mariba; 
Jennifer Renee Patrick, Wellington; 
Emily Dawn Peck, Wellington; 
Sarah Allison Ratliff, Frenchburg; 
Tessa J. Roach, Mariba; 
Orbin Scott Rudd, Means; 
Shana Marie Savard, Denniston; 
Tina Renee Smallwood, Frenchburg; 
April Nichole Smith, Wellington; 
Brandon Wayne Stamm, Frenchburg; 
ChristaL. Stamm, Frenchburg; 
Brandy Amanda Stiltner, Wellington; 
Jessica I. Tackett, Sudith; 
Alisha Dawn Tackitt, Means; 
Jus tin A. Wells, Frenchburg; 
Lajohnda Christine Williams, Sudith; 
Sandy Wilson, Frenchburg. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Harrodsburg were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KELLY J. KING; and 
SHELLEY M. THOMPSON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University · UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mackenzie L. Elam from Celina, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Miami (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KRlSTOPHER ALLEN ANDERSON, CASSTOWN; 
CRAIG MATTHEW GRIMM, TROY; and 
LAUREL K. TAYLOR, TROY. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirty-five students from Montgomery County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at least a 3.5 
grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ELIZABETII ANNE AMBURGEY, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
ANITA BLANTON, MT. STERLING; 
ROSEMARY C. BODIE, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
SARAH MARGARET BRANHAM, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
JAMES TRACY CARROLL, MT. STERLING; 
MARISSA BROOKE CAUDILL, MT. STERLING; 
LISA M. CLINE, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
ROBERT SCOTT CORBIN, LOUISVILLE; 
JOSIAH WILLIAM CORKINS, MT. STERLING; 
RYAN D. COX, MT. STERLING; 
RHONA ELAINE CREECH, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
SHANNON DALLAS DENNISTON, MT. STERLING; 
KERR! ELIZABETII ELLIS, MT. STERLING; 
JEANETTA LYNN FARLER, MT. STERLING; 
LAURA FRANCES GABBARD, MT. STERLING; 
JILLIAN DAWN GROSS, MT. STERLING; 
PHOEBE LYNNE HILLIARD, MT. STERLING; 
KRYSTAL L. HOLBROOK, MT. STERLING; 
TIIOMAS W. INGRAM, MT. STERLING; 
AMY LYN KELLY, MT. STERLING; 
JONATIIAN D. LOVELESS, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
AMY J. LYKINS, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
WESLEY M. LYKINS, MT. STERLING; 
WILLIAM TRAVIS MCVEY, MT. STERLING; 
OLLIE GAIL MULLINS, MT. STERLING; 
RENA DENISE MYNHIER, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
ROBERT R. NESTER, JEFFERSONVILLE; 
STEPHANIE ELAINE PUCKETT, MT. STERLING; 
AMANDA REFFITT, MT. STERLING; 
RANDALL EUGENE RUNYON, MT. STERLING; 
LYNETTA C. RUPE, MT. STERLING; 
RITA CAROL SMALLWOOD, MT. STERLING; 
STACY M. STULL, MT. STERLING; 
MELINDA ROSE WILLIAMS, MT. STERLING; and 
STACY ANN WILLOUGHBY, JEFFERSONVILLE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Montgomery (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on ·a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMY NICOLE FOX, ENGLEWOOD; 
KIMBERLY IRENE HOUNSHELL, MIAMISBURG; 
HEATHER M. HOYING, DAYTON; 
HOLLY AMBER SALYERS, RIVERSIDE; and 
SARAH BETH WEEKLEY, MIAMISBURG. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ----------------------------U-ru-ve-r-si_ry_C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-m-io--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-two students from Morgan County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRENDA SUE ADKINS, WEST LffiERTY; 
FONT ANA R. BARKER, WEST LffiERTY; 
ASHLEY ROGER BENTON, WEST LffiERTY; 
JESSICA CRYSTAL BOLIN, WEST LffiERTY; 
ANITA BETH BURCHETT, WEST LffiERTY; 
MALAYIAG. CARTY, WESTLffiERTY; 
DANIEL CHRISTOPHER CASKERY, WEST LffiERTY; 
KIMBERLY C. COLE, WEST LffiERTY; 
SHELLEY LEA CONLEY, WEST LffiERTY; 
AMY J. COX, WEST LffiERTY; 
CHRISTOPHER M. DALTON, HAZEL GREEN; 
ROBIN ELIZABETH DALTON, WEST LffiERTY; 
CHRISTOPHER L. DANIELS, WEST LffiERTY; 
JENNIFER J. ELAM, WEST LffiERTY; 
ALL YSON SUANN EVANS, MALONE; 
TIMOTHY M. FERGUSON, WEST LffiERTY; 
EMILY C. FLESHMAN, WEST LffiERTY; 
DARREN WAYNE GILLESPIE, WEST LffiERTY; 
BRIAN S. HAMMONDS, WEST LffiERTY; 
SHELLEY R. HAMMONS, WEST LffiERTY; 
EMANUEL J. HAMPTON, HAZEL GREEN; 
PATRICIA L YNNETTE HENSLEY, WEST LffiERTY; 
SHAN! L. HESTER, WEST LffiERTY; 
GREGORY BRYCE HOLBROOK, WEST LffiERTY; 
JANET CAROL HOLBROOK, WEST LffiERTY; 
DENNIS M. ISON, WEST LffiERTY; 
GABRIELLE L. KINDELL, WEST LffiERTY; 
ASHLEY WADE LITTERAL, WEST LffiERTY; 
JOELLEN A. MARTIN, WEST LffiERTY; 
KIMBERLY SUE MAYS, WEST LffiERTY; 
JOCELYN BETH MEL YIN, WEST LffiERTY; 
BILLY Q. MURPHY, EZEL; 
MELISSA A. NICKELL, EZEL; 




RACHEL MICHELLE SARGENT, WEST LIBERTY; 
STEPHANIE ANN SARGENT, WEST LIBERTY; 
LORRAINE SCARBERRY, ELKFORK; 
KRIST! JANE TRUSTY, WEST LIBERTY; 
JEANIE M. VANCE, WEST LIBERTY; 
AMYL. WILLIAMS, WEST LIBERTY; 
JAMES HERSHALL WILLIAMS, WEST LIBERTY; and 
JESSICA D. WILSON, HAZEL GREEN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amy Lynn Haybarker of Camby, Ind., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amanda Louise Etgen from Radnor, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportun·lty educational institution. 
N e w s ---------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_mm_u_n_ic-at-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Laurie A. Vincent of Greenville was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Nelson County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ERIN M. DEWITT, NEW HAYEN; 
CRYSTAL R. HAGAN, BLOOMFIELD; 
AMlE JO RICHARDSON, NEW HOPE; and 
ERICA LYNN WERKMAN, BARDSTOWN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-onnnuru-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Fourteen students from Carlisle were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
' least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LEAHK. BERRY; 
MICHAEL T. BOOTH; 
LARRY K. BRETZ; 
APRIL D. CAPPS; 
JOSHUA E. EARLYWINE; 
ALLISON LEIGH GRANT; 
JEREMY T. HARMON; 
DY AN CAROL HUNT; 
MELISSA F. JOLLY; 
CLIFTINA JO MCGUFFEY; 
CRYSTAL D. PRYOR; 
MINDY L. SIMONS; 
LORI KAY WALDEN; and 
TONI S. WARNER. 
#### 
MSU Is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ IIC:!!~~ .----------------------------------U-ru-·v_e_r-si-ty __ C_o_m_m--uru-.-c-at-io_n __ s
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kassie Lane Scott of Prospect was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Crestwood were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMYL. ADAMS; 
SHERR! L. ANDERSON; and 
AARON J. HUBBUCH. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommum-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five students from Booneville were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
AMY MARIE BISHOP; 
THOMAS J. BURNS; 
JUSTIN D. JOHNSON; 
RANDY KYLE OSBORNE; and 
CHRISTOPHER RAY SHOUSE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportun·lty educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Pendleton County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
I 
The Dean's List includes: · 
JULIE R. ACKMAN, FALMOUTH; and 
AMBER LEE FOGLE, BERRY. 
t #### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ----------------------------U-ru-ve-r-si_~_C_o_m_m_u_ru_'c_M_io--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nineteen students from Perry County were named to the Morehead 
State Uruversity Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARK W. ADAMS, CORNETTSVILLE; 
PATRICIA ANN BANKS, DELPIDA; 
POLLY BEGLEY, COMBS; 
WANDA KAYE BROWNING, AVAWAM; 
DARRELL L. COUCH, CORNETTSVILLE; 
MARK AARON DIXON, HAZARD; 
PAULINA JO FITZPATRICK, HAZARD; 
KEVIN W. FUGATE, HAPPY; 
TERESA ANN HOLLAND, BONNYMAN; 
PAUL NEAL JOHNSON, BUCKHORN; 
TRACY J. JOHNSON, VIPER; 
SUSANN MILLER, HAZARD; 
SUSAN M. MOORE; 
APRIL DAWN NAPIER, HAZARD; 
AMY RENEE RITCHIE, AVAWAM; 
ROBERTA M. SMITH, CORNETTSVILLE; 
JASON TURNER, VIPER; 
REBECCA ANNE WILpAMS, CORNETTSVILLE; 
EDWARD D. WILSON, HAZARD; and 
PAULA DALE WOOTON, SCUDDY. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
New 5 -----:-------U-niv-ers-ityC-om-muru-"cat-ions 
Pauline Young, Director 
\llorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Forty-six students from Pike County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MISTY RAE ADKINS, PHYLLIS; 
VALERIE DENISE ANDERSON, KIMPER; 
KRYST AL AMANDA BEVINS, PHYLLIS; 
MISTY D. BILLITER, SHELBIANA; 
APRIL BLACKBURN, PHELPS; 
ELISHA LEIGH CARTER, PIKEVILLE; 
LOLA J. COLEMAN, RACCOON; 
PAMELA DENISE COLEMAN, RACCOON; 
JARROD T. CURE, ELKHORN CITY; 
JEREMY RUSSELL EDGEWORTH, PIKEVILLE; 
KARLA JUNE ESTEPP, SOUTH WILLIAMSON; 
BRYAN TRAVIS FIELDS, HATFIELD; 
CHRISTY R. FIELDS, HARDY; 
NICHOLAS MORGAN FLEMING, VIRGIE; 
TRISTAN GERMANICUS FOOTE, PIKEVILLE; 
KIMBERLY N. FREEMAN, STEELE; 
DANA JO HALL, VIRGIE; 
ERIN A. HALL, VIRGIE; 
KIMBERLY DAWN HALL, PIKEVILLE; 
EDMUND C. HAMIL TON, PIKEVILLE; 
JACQUELYN R. HAYWOOD, BELFRY; 
NEIL HUNT, PHYLLIS; 
EMILY L. JOHNSON, PIKEVILLE; 
BECKY LYNN JUSTICE, SHELBIANA; 
MARY A. JUSTICE, PHYLISS; 
ROSE J. JUSTICE, PHYLISS; 
ALISHA A. LEMASTER, PIKEVILLE; 
JEFFERY AMOS LEWIS, MCCARR; 
ROBERT L. LOUNSBERRY, BELCHER; 
ANTHONY CHAD LYNCH, PIKEVILLE; 
KERISTON L. MAY, HUDDY; 
LARRY D. MAYNARD, PIKEVILLE; 
JACINTA NEWSOME, BELCHER; 





CHAD BURCHETT ROBINETTE, CANADA; 
ANGELLENA SCOTT, PIKEVILLE; 
JESSICA BRANDI SKEENS, FEDS CREEK; 
MATTHEW W. SKIDMORE, PIKEVILLE; 
AMY MARIE SMITH, PHELPS; 
CURTIS EDWARD SMITH, HATFIELD; 
SHANNON L. SMITH, MCCARR; 
TEDDY BRUCE SMITH, BELFRY; 
BRADLEY TRENT STILTNER, ELKl-IORN CITY; 
GARY S. TACKETT, PIKEVILLE; 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH TACKETT, PIKEVILLE; and 
JEREMY WAYNE THACKER, OLYMPIA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ --------------------------U-m-.v-e-rs-it_y_C-omm---un-ic-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Thirteen students from Powell County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANITA KAY ALLEN, STANTON; 
MATTHEW D. CRASE, CLAY CITY; 
VERLENA MICHELLE CREECH, STANTON; 
JOSHUA M. CROWE, STANTON; 
STACY LYNETTE DRAKE, SLADE; 
CHRISTI L. HENDERSON, STANTON; 
JOSHUA ALMA PERRY, CLAY CITY; 
JAMES BRADFORD POLK, CLAY CITY; 
CHRISTY M. POWELL, CLAY CITY; 
DUSTINL. STRANGE, STANTON; 
CRYSTAL D. VIRES, CLAY CITY; 
ROBIN C. WALLS, STANTON; and 
MELISSA S. WIREMAN, CLAY CITY. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ --------------------------U--ni-ve-rs_n_y_C_o_mm--uru-.c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 3 I, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Preble (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LANI E. DENNIS, SOMERVILLE; 
LESLIE GAIL DENNIS, SOMERVILLE; and 
ALISHA 10 WORLEY, CAMDEN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Pulaski County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MARY LOU BARNETT, SOMERSET; 
LAUREN P. GRANT, SCIENCE HILL; and 
LESLIE ANN WADDLE, SOMERSET. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. 
MOREHEAD; Ky.---Two students from Putnam (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CHRISTINE M. MEYER, LEIPSIC; and 
JODI MARIE MORRIS, PANDORA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-n-iv-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_m-.c-ru-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine students from Mt. Olivet were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ROBIN C. BURKE; 
CHRISTINA NICOLE BURNS; 
DAVID P. CURTIS; 
JENNIFER L. FOOKS; 
MELISSA L. GRAVES; 
CATHY JANE JACOBS; 
SHANDRA J. TEEGARDEN; 
BRANDI M. THAYER; and 
MARSHA RAE TILTON. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ------U-niv-ers-ityC-omm-un-ica-tions 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jessica,Marie Cobb ofMt. Vernon was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enroiied on a fuii-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Ross (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be emolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
MELISSA RANEE HARPER, FRANKFORT; 
MEGAN L. KELLOUGH, CHILLICOTHE; 
JILL M. SIMPSON, RICHMOND DALE; and 
LINDSAYM. TAYLOR, GREENFIELD. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---One hundred and sixty-five students from Rowan County were 
named to the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
Abigail Adams, Morehead; 
Ashley Raye Adkins, Morehead; 
Jessica L. Adkins, Morehead; 
Kerry Ann Alderman, Morehead; 
Angela Jo Alderson, Morehead; 
Jaime L. Allen, Morehead; 
Susie Anderson, Hungerford, England; 
Tara Rose Anderson, Morehead; 
Vanessa Dawn Antkiw, Ontario, Canada; 
Jocelyn Akosua Atiase, Morehead; 
Farrah Shawn Baldwin, Morehead; 
Adam Clay Barber, Morehead; 
Brittany A. Barker, Clearfield; 
Danielle Renee Barker, Morehead; 
Jamie M. Barnett, Morehead; 
Charles Curtis Black, Morehead; 
Dallas Ray Black, Morehead; 
Sonya R. Blankenship, Clearfield; 
Christopher David Bledsoe, Morehead; 
Shonda G. Bledsoe, Morehead; 
Leanna M. Boggs, Morehead; 
Kerry E. Bowman, Morehead; 
Jennifer Lynn Brown, Morehead; 
Nancy Ropars Brown, Morehead; 
Heather Lynne Bryden, Morehead; 
Brian L. Buelterman, Morehead; 
Holley J. Bumgardner, Morehead; 
Todd James Burnside, Morehead; 
Clayton L. Carnic, Morehead; 
James Richard Clay, Morehead; 
Melissa D. Coldiron, Morehead; 
Erin Michelle Collins, Morehead; 
Katherine Lenore Cornett, Morehead; 




Jennifer Suzanne Couch, Morehead; 
Scott Allen Couch, Morehead; 
Melissa Sue Cox, Morehead; 
Constance Jessica Coy, Morehead; 
Jeremy Lee Craft, Morehead; 
Melanie Ann Craft, Morehead; 
Rachel Denise Crisp, Morehead; 
Leslie J oell Cummnis, Morehead; 
Samantha A. Cunning, Morehead; 
Amber N. Darnell, Clearfield; 
Dennis W. Davis, Morehead; 
Heidi Raye Davis, Morehead; 
Gregory Michael Dawkins, Strathpine, Australia; 
Christa Diane Dowdy, Morehead; 
Charlotte Dunaway, Morehead; 
Tiffany Lynn Edelen, Morehead; 
Jeremy Wayne Egelston, Morehead; 
Adam Scott Eldridge, Morehead; 
Devon Lee Ensor, Morehead; 
Brandon Scott Fain, Clearfield; 
Keri D. Ferguson, Morehead; 
Kristin Jo Ferguson, Morehead; 
Allison K. Forman, Morehead; 
Shawna Renee Forrest, Morehead; 
. -Terry G. Fraley, Morehead; 
Ashley Kristen Frazier, Clearfield; 
Jimmy Wayne Frazier, Clearfield; 
Rebecca E. Fuoss, Hillsboro 
Holly Kay Gartin, Morehead; 
J ami B. Gartin, Morehead; 
Beverly Lynn Gibbs, Mt. Sterling; 
Melinda Sue Gifford, Morehead; 
Kisha Lynn Gilliam, Morehead; 
Sharon Elizabeth Ginter, Morehead; 
Keturah Dawn Glenn, Morehead; 
Katy Elizabeth Gosser, Morehead; 
Jennifer Nicole Graham, Aurora, Canada; 
Lisa Marie Griffith, Morehead; 
Kristy L. Grills, Morehead; 
Joshua Samuel Gruneisen, Morehead; 
John W. Gullett, Morehead; 
Nao Hagiwara, Morehead; 
Susan Nichole Hamilton, Morehead; 
Becky K. Harri~, Morehead; 
James Wade Hawkins, Morehead; 
John Wesley Haywood, Morehead; 




Shannon Lea Hemminger, Clearfield; 
Ellie Christina Herring, Morehead; 
Matthew Billypaul Holbrook, Morehead; 
Jennifer Paige Holbrook, Hi Hat; 
Brandon L. Houk, Clearfield; 
Troy Lee Hounshell, Morehead; 
Mona Annette Howard, Morehead; 
Amanda Rae Howes, Morehead; 
Ryan D. Huff, Morehead; 
Guy Martin Huffman, Morehead; 
Sarah Raye Huffman, Morehead; 
Nissa L. Hughes, Morehead; 
Deborah Anne Ingle, Morehead; 
Misty Lee Ison, Clearfield; 
Melanie Gail Jarvis, Morehead; 
Lahiru Loshan Jayasuriya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka; 
James D. Johnson, Clearfield; 
Melissa L. Johnson, Morehead; 
Misty Blue Johnson, Clearfield; 
David L. Jones, Morehead; 
Brian Kenneth Kennard, Clearfield; 
Julieann Therese Kirkland, Sydney, Australia; 
Jennifer A. Kralik, Morehead; 
Eric Michael Lambert, Morehead; 
Nikki Lynn Lang, Morehead; 
Shuchen Lin, Morehead; 
Lori Beth Lundergan, Morehead; 
Monty K. Markwell, Farmers; 
Jessica A. Mcannar, Morehead; 
Jessica Lynn Mccarty, Farmers; 
Kyle Matthew Mccormick, Morehead; 
Vanessa Jean Mcintosh, Morehead; 
Lena Kim Mckay, Clearfield; 
Melinda Louise Melendez, Morehead; 
Sarah K. Mincey, Morehead; 
Kristen Beverly Morgan, Morehead; 
Elizabeth Marie Mraz, Morehead; 
Jon Derek Muncy, Morehead; 
Tashena A. Nobrega, Morehead; 
John Thomas Norden, Morehead; 
Mi.;:hael T. Norman, Morehead; 
Judy Ann Peake, Morehead; 
Sara Marie Pennington, Elliottville; 
Scott M. Pennington, Morehead; 
Heather Michelle Randolph, Morehead; 
John Gregory Randolph, Morehead; 
Ronnie Allen Reynolds, Morehead; 




Janis Nell Robinson, Morehead; 
Daniel B. Rogers, Morehead; 
Misty Rena Rowe, Morehead; 
Bevery Jo Rutledge, Morehead; 
Tanya Lynn Sammons, Morehead; 
Benjamin Schmid, Reutlingen, Germany; 
Erica D. Schuler, Elliottville; 
Heather Lynn Seesholtz, Morehead; 
Malinda Anne Shake, Morehead; 
Debra Elizabeth Sharp, Morehead; 
Kelli M. Shaver, Morehead; 
Joseph Edward Sheehan, Morehead; 
Megan Justine Sipe, Morehead; 
Darrell Wayne Slone, Morehead; 
Michael Patrick Slone, Morehead; 
Acena Dawn Smith, Morehead; 
Tracey Lynn Smith, Morehead; 
Joshua D. Sparks, Morehead; 
Nicole Lyn Sparks, Morehead; 
Whitney Renee Spaulding, Clearfield; 
Kimberly Joan Spencer, Morehead; 
Earl Gerome Stephens, Morehead; 
Christopher Shannon Stevens, Morehead; 
Micele Anne Sturm, Morehead; 
Jonnie W. Stutts, Clearfield; 
Arnie Lisa Tanguay, Morehead; 
Diana Michele Taylor, Morehead; 
Everett Michael Thomas, Morehead; 
Richelle Lee Tolle, Morehead; 
Csilla G. Varga, Morehead; 
Tina L. Wagoner, Morehead; 
Jenna Ruth Wallace, Clearfield; 
Imelda A. Webster, Morehead; 
Gregory Allen Welte, Clearfield; 
Henry Wijaya, Morehead; 
Miranda K. Wilson, Morehead; 
Bill Wireman, Morehead. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Andrea R. Wasserman of Fremont, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list,-a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s -------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_mm_u_m_'ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
l!orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight students from Scioto (Ohio) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KELLY S. AUSTIN, PORTSMOUTH; 
REBECCA L. GROH, WHEELERSBURG; 
CRYSTAL LEANN HARDY, LUCASVILLE; 
KELLEY JEAN KREMIN, PORTSMOUTH; 
NICOLE R. LOGAN, FRANKLIN FURNACE; 
KIMBERLY RENE RASE, MINFORD; 
JILLIAN M. SALISBURY, LUCASVILLE; and 
LANCE JEFFREY WILLIAMS, FRANKLIN FURNACE. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
vtorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lori Aaron Barnes of Georgetown was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU Is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~l!:i: -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_n-ic-m-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
vforehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jamie Lynn Coleman of Finchville was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
viorehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Heather Nichole Herndon of Taylorsville was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
.1orehead State University UPO Box I 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dana Erin Fohl of North Canton, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s ---------------U-n-iv-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-at-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
.1orehead State University UPO Box I 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 3 I, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---James T. Taylor of Campbellsville was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
tforehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Angela G. Wright of Bedford was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ------------------------------U--ru-v-er-s-icy __ C_o_m_m_u_m_·c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
l!orehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amanda Mary-Lynn Harris of Pleasant Plain, Ohio, was named to 
the Morehead State Uruversity Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
.1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Wayne (W.Va.) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
BRIAN A. DAVIS, LAVALETTE; 
SCOTT EDWARD DAVIS, LAVALETTE; and 
JAMES DAVID GALLOWAY, KENOVA. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
~orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three students from Whitley County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
ANDREW JASON FERGUSON, WILLIAMSBURG; 
LEANN M. LYNCH, CORBIN; and 
MOLLY MARIE, LYNCH, CORBIN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s ------------U-niv-e-rsi_ty_C-om_m_u_m_"ca-ti-ons 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Wade Douglas Lutterbein of Edgerton, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportun·1ty educational institut'1on. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_ru-.c-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Three students from Wise (Va.) County were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
DEREK NATHANIEL PETERS, WISE; 
JESSICA LEIGH SHORT, POUND; and 
RONALD TIMOTHY WILSON, BIG STONE GAP. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ ------------------~----------U--ru-v-er-st-.cy--C_o_m_m_u_m_·c-~-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eleven students from Wolfe County were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
NIKKI G. BREWER, CAMPTON; 
CHRISTOPHER BRANDON CARROLL, CAMPTON; 
BRANDY ROSE GlliBS, CAMPTON; 
WILLIAM J. LINDON, CAMPTON; 
GLENNA N. MAY ABB, HAZEL GREEN; 
JACL YN DENISE MCWHORTER, CAMPTON; 
JOSHUA NEAL MILLER, CAMPTON; 
DEEDRA LYNN PROFITT, HAZEL GREEN; 
ST ACI CARIN ROSE, HAZEL GREEN; 
HOPE D. SPENCER, PINE RIDGE; and 
TERRY ANDERSON TIPTON, HAZEL GREEN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communicatioris 
Pauline Young, Director 
.1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan.31,2001 . 
FOR Il\1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Joel William Hamilton of Rossford, Ohio, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
vlorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Versailles were named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KRISTEN L. BEASLEY; and 
JONESE LANDAN FRANKLIN. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ --------------------------------U-ru-.v-e-r-si-ty __ C_o_m_m_u_ru_·c-a-ti-o--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box I 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Two students from Connersville, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
CARA JOELLEN BEVER; and 
KARINA DAWN MAPLES. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s ------U-niv-ers-ity C-omm-uru-"ca-tions 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Jeanette, Pa., were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
JEREMEY J. BINAKONSKY; and 
BRANDI LEE DENT. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR Il'viMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kenneth Christopher Bixby of Hawthorn Woods, lll., was named 
to the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-"cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Tracy Renee Bloomgren of Sugar Grove, Pa., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Stacey Lynne Bokina of Peconic, N.Y., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
forehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Marcisha Angelic Brazley of Fort Campbell, was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nicole E. Brock of Red House, W.Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Robin Anne Crawford of Hendersonville, Tenn., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
forehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead,"KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nicolett Charlene Davis of Mableton, Ga., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
vlorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 ( 606) 783-203 0 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.~--Jason L. Dean of Shippenville, Pa., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
11orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jessica Rae DeCrescente of Saratoga Springs, N.Y., was named to 
the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
lorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Christinia Dawn Farrell ofOxon Hill, Md., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ -----------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-it_y_C_o_m_m_u_ru-.c-ru-io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Laura M. Fligor of Parkersburg, W.Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU Is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
N e w s ------U-niv-ers-ity C-om-mum-" ca-tions 
Pauline Young, Director 
l!orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Charleston, W.Va., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KAARMIN M. FORD; and 
KIRSTIE ANNE MAHONEY. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Cheri Ann Greco of Syracuse, N.Y., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
ilorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kyle James Grussmeyer of Reston, Va., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News -----U-nivers-ityG-omm-unica-tions 
Pauline Young, Director 
vforehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Warsaw, Ind., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
SARAH-ANN KATHERINE HAASE; and 
JUSTIN M. MILLER. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
\ 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
.1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kimberly M. Harris of Greenwood, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommuru-'cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Vanessa A. Higgins ofB1oomin.gton, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
iforehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Carla A. Imperatore of New Port Richey, Fla., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
ilorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 200 I 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sherri Lynn Koehnemann of Highland, lll., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ _____________________________ U_n_iv_e_rs_it~y_C_o_m_m_u_m_·c_ru_io_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
;!orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Stephanie Infantino of Boca Raton, Fla., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ --------------------------U--ru-ve-rs-it_y_C-om--m-uru-.c-a-tio_n_s 
Pauline Young, Director 
ilorehead State Uruversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Cherelle Nicole Lampkins of Muncie, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State Uruversity Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~~~~ -------------------------U-ru-.v-e-rs-ity_C_o_mm __ u_ru_·ca-ti-on-s 
Pauline Young, Director 
1orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jie Liang of Bronxville, N.Y., was named to the Morehead State 
University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
lea~t a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~ --------------------------U-ru-.-ve-rs-it_y_C-omm---uru-.c-a-tio--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
ilorehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students of Casselberry, Fla., were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
LUKE LOCKWOOD; and 
CHAD MICHAEL PARSONS. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
l!orehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Katharine Marie Loomis of Sevierville, Tenn., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News ---Uni-versityC-ommurn-·cations 
Pauline Young, Director 
llorehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Christopher Michael Mattice of Niagara Falls, N.Y., was named to 
the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rebecca A. May of Brandenburg was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
) 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 403 51-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jill M. Olinger ofWestfie1d, Ind., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
~SU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Auburn Hills, Mich., were named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
HEATHER T. PARRISH; and 
RANDY LEE SAUNDERS. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational Institution. 
'1 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Elijah Seth Pugh of Trout Dale, Va., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Wabash, Ind., were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List includes: 
KEVIN C. SANBORN; and 
JAMIE D. SWIHART. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Andrew J. Schoeftling of Atlantic Highlands, N.J., was named to 
the Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrollep on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jarni L. Sheshull of Naperville, DI., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational i~stitution. 
N e w s ------------U-n-iv-e-rsi-.ty-C_o_mm_urn-.c-at-io-ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mally L. Surratt of Rushville, lll., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31,2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Tsion G. Tadesse of Arlington, Va., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
• 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box I 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 3 I, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Arnanda E. Trujillo of Thoreau, N.M., was named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
~ ~~~·----------------------------------U-n-iv_e_r-si-ty __ C_o_m_m __ u_ru-.c-a-ti-o--ns 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR Il'vlMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Pittsburgh, Pa., were named to the Morehead 
State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
The Dean's List included: 
BARBARA JOANN WALLER; and 
JENNY V. WALLER. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kimberly R. Williams of Wartburg, Tenn., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Jan. 31, 2001 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Melissa Marie Yeoman of Lafayette, Ind., was named to the 
Morehead State University Dean's List for the 2000 fall semester. 
(606) 783-2030 
To be named to the list, a student must be enrolled on a full-time basis and achieve at 
least a 3. 5 grade point average on a 4. 0 scale. 
#### 
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity educational institution. 
